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ABSTRACT
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MECHANOFUSION SYSTEM
FOR DRY PARTICLE COATING PROCESS
by
Wenliang Chen
A numerical simulation of the Mechanofusion device for dry particle coating is carried
out using Discrete Element Method (DEM) technique. In dry particle coating, tiny
sub-micron guest particles are coated onto larger micron sized host particles by using
mechanical forces, which the Mechanofusion device provides. It consists of a rotating
cylindrical chamber that contains the powder mixture, a stationary inner piece (which
has a cylindrical surface at the end), and a fixed scraper blade, which prevents
powder from caking against the chamber wall. The simulation studies are performed
on t To scales: system scale to investigate the particle-particle and particle-system
interactions, and micro scale to study the degradation of agglomerates prior to the
dry particle coating process.
The system-scale simulation is based on a mono-dispersed system where only
host particles are taken into consideration. The particles are assumed to be frictional,
elastic-plastic spheres. A widely used, non-adhesion Walton-Braun contact model has
been applied in two-dimensional configuration. Two simplified geometric models of
the Mechanofusion chamber with and without the scraper have been studied. The
visualization of the particulate patterns inside the system and the diagnostic analysis
derived from the numerical simulations clearly demonstrate the effect of scraper on
the system. The forces acting on the inner piece are calculated and compared with
the experimental results available from the literature. Average forces on particles
due to interactions with other particles and vessel parts are also calculated and
categorized into four regions. The effect of particle properties on coating level is
examined through a simple deformation analysis. In addition, minimum coating

time is estimated. Furthermore, the important parameters that affect the system
performance are studied.
Another important contribution of the dissertation lies in the dimensional
analysis of the Mechanofusion system carried out on the basis of kinetic theory
under the assumption of collisional flow, verified qualitatively by simulations. An
equation for average force on particles inside the system is derived to establish the
correlation between a simulated system and a real system. Major kinetic theory
modeling based similarity results, verified by simulations and in part from available
experimental data, include: (1) Inter-particle (host-host) forces vary linearly with
the rotation speed; (2) Force exerted on the particles within the inner-piece zone is
inversely proportional to the gap-size; and (3) Force on the inner-piece varies linearly
with the square of the rotation speed.
Based on the results from system simulation, the fracture/fragmentation of
an agglomerate during normal interactions with host particle and with system
wall is examined in detail by the micro-scale simulation. The numerical study is
implemented using a DEM code (developed by Prof. Thornton's group at Aston
University) in two-dimensional mode, which enables the simulation of auto-adhesive
particles. The study shows that single agglomerate may fracture or even shatter
inside the system as a result of interactions with the host particles and system
boundaries. The fracture pattern of the agglomerate is in agreement with reported
three-dimensional simulation results. Results show that higher impact velocities
lead to higher local damage and debris formation. However, impact velocities as low
as 0.1 m/s lead to fracture in some case. In most cases, impacts at velocities of 1
m/s and higher lead to shattering of the agglomerate.
In summary, the work presented in this dissertation, which is one of the first
reported work on DEM simulation of dry particle coating system, shows that DEM
technique can be used to model important aspects of the Mechanofusion system,

such as the salient pattern of particles inside the system and the overall system
performance as well as the agglomerate fragmentation prior to the dry particle
coating process.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Dry Particle Coating
Partiche coating has many potentiah apphications. In this process, tiny, sub-micron
sized (guest or fine) partiches are coated onto rehativehy larger, micron sized (host
or core) partiches. Currently, it is used mainly for forming a barrier between the
particle and its environment whose purpose is extended or delayed rehease, separation
of incompatibles, protection from water vapor, light or oxygen, and taste masking,
etc.
At present, most commerciah coatings of partiches, grains, granuhes or pehhets
are done using a wet process. For sohid partiches, in the size range of about 100
microns to a few milhimeters, the most popular methods employed by industry are
pan coaters or fluidized bed coaters with various flow patterns and sohution spraying
nozzhes [1 3 . These methods employ suitable sohvents (aqueous or organic based)
to dissohve or suspend the coating materials to form the sohution/suspension, and
the tiny hiquid drophets are sprayed to the surface of the substrate partiches in the
fluidized zone. During processing, the coated partiches are simuhtaneoushy dried and
the end product is obtained. There are severah major disadvantages of the existing
wet coating techniques [4] [7]. First is the potentiah environmentah hazard due to
the use of vohatile sohvents (in non-aqueous system). Second, wet coating systems are
expensive to operate and require a drying stage. Third, most wet systems cannot be
used successfulhy for partiches behow 100 microns. Lasthy, when using coating materiah
that does not readily dissolve or make a stabhe suspension, ehaborate schemes may
be required which may not be practical or achievabhe.

1

2
Contrary to wet particle coating, in dry particle coating processes, the guest
particles are brought into close contact with the host particles through the application
of mechanical forces or utilizing mechanochemical treatment [8] [10]. Thus, either
a discrete or continuous coating of guest particles can be achieved depending on
operating conditions and particle properties. Particulate materials produced in this
manner can not only have completely different physical or chemical properties, but
also be cost effective due to the reduced use of high-priced or rare materials since the
more expensive materials can be coated onto cheaper carrier material. Moreover, dry
particle coating can coat host particles a few microns in diameter with nano-sized
guest particles without creating a problem of dust contamination.
Dry particle coating processes are relatively new and still in the research and
development stages. However, they are becoming increasingly more attractive to
industry. Besides advantages mentioned above, compared with wet coating processes,
dry particle coating processes are environmentally friendly, requiring no solvents,
binders or even water and result in substantial cost savings because there is no
need for drying the particulate products obtained. During the last ten years after
it was first proposed in Japan many machines have been used to accomplish dry
,

coating in the laboratory if [14]. All of these devices subject the mixture of host
and guest particles to large shearing and compressive stresses and /or high impacts,
which results in coating by mechanical or sometimes chemical (mechanochemistry)
interactions. Mechanofusion system is one of the most promising machines that can
be used for dry particle coating.

1.2 Mechanofusion System

Mechanofusion system was developed in Japan in the mid 80's resulting from research
on the application of the high-powered mechanical energy to powder treatment.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a schematic of Mechanofusion. It consists of a cylindrical

3
chamber that rotates at very high-speed, while a stationary inner piece (which has
a cylindrical surface at the end) creates intense shear of the host and guest powder
mix pinned against the cylindrical container. There is also a scraper, which prevents
powder from caking against the wall. The clearance space between the inner piece
and the chamber inner wall is adjustable, which is generally set to 4 to 5 mm. The
clearance between the scraper blade and the chamber inner wall is much smaller,
usually around 0.5 rnm. Those clearances are adjustable, and are determined by
many factors such as, powder properties, particle size, requirements of final products,
and so on.

chamber
wall

motionless
arms
Figure 1.1 Schematic of Mechanofusion

The operation of the Mechanofusion process is very simple, but the mechanism
of powder processing inside the chamber is very complicated. When the chamber
rotates, powder is forced to be compressed on the chamber wall by centrifugal action.
While particles passing through the converging space between the rounded piece
(inner piece) and chamber wall, mechanical interactions, mainly in the form of high
shear-rate collisions, take place between the particles and between the particles and
solid boundaries of the chamber inner wall and the rounded piece. As the particles
come out of the diverging space of the rounded piece region, they are adhered to each
other and to the chamber wall. The blade serves to scrape off the powders attached to

4
the chamber wall. The powder mixture is then dispersed inside the chamber and gets
into the inner piece region again. The powder continuously undergoes this process
of compression, attrition, and frictional shearing while the chamber is rotating. As
the chamber rotates at high speeds, the interactions are intensive and a considerable
amount of thereto-mechanical energy is generated, which results in various effects
on powder materials. The running time is kept, under control to prevent burning or
melting of particles.
A number of experimental studies have been devoted toward the research &
development of the Mechanofusion system [15] [18]. However, in contrast, there
has been very little effort on the theoretical analysis of the Mechanofusion system.
According to the literature, there is only one reported work by Herman and Che 19]
in which a preliminary theoretical model of the Mechanofusion system was proposed
to develop quantitative relationships among system variables and their effects on the
system operation. In this model, The Mechanofusion effects were assumed to take
place in the converging region between the inner piece and the chamber wall. This
region was referred to as the inner piece "action zone" . The particles within the
action zone were treated as fluid-like assembly. The particle interactions with the
inner piece and the chamber wall were considered. However, the interactions among
the particles were neglected while creating the constitute relationship for this "action
zone . Moreover, the function of the scraper was not considered at all.

1.3 The Objective of Dissertation Work
Over the years, the application of computer simulations to particulate systems has
increased greatly. The early continuum techniques present large limitations to particulates , while discrete simulation techniques are much more realistic to deal with the
physical behavior of particles. However, according to current literature, the dynamic
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simulation technique has not yet been applied to the study of the Mechanofusion
system for dry particle coating process.
Except work done by Alonso [20] [21], there is little available in terms of
quantitative modeling of dry particle coating process. A qualitative explanation
is given by Bannister and Harnby 22 . Three stages are identified as degradation of
guest agglomerates, bonding of fines to the carriers surfaces and redistribution and
exchange of fines among the carries, while the real process may not take place exactly
in that order. The objective of the dissertation work is to understand dry particle

coating process in the Mechanofusion system by means of dynamic simulation. The
numerical studies are implemented by a system-scale simulation and a micro-scale
simulation based on the methodology of the DEM. The system-scale simulation
is based on a mono-dispersed system to uncover the dynamics of the system and
investigate particle-particle interactions, particle-system interactions and resulted
dry particle coating levels. The micro-scale simulation is carried out to understand
fracture mechanism of a guest agglomerate prior to the dry particle coating process
during normal interactions with host particles and with system walls.

1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 gives a detailed review of DEM (Discrete Element Method), which is a
very popular particulate system simulation method. It also summarizes the latest
development of the method. A review of particle-particle interaction model without
adhesion is presented in Chapter 3. Walton-Braun partially latching-spring model,
which is applied in the DEM code for the system-scale simulation is discussed in
detail in this chapter. A binary impact test, under different situations, is analyzed
carefully using this force model.
The numerical simulation of Mechanofusion process is presented in Chapter
4. The system-scale simulation is performed on a mono-dispersed system to study
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the dynamics of the system and examine particle-particle interactions and particlesystem interactions. The simulation is based on two-dimensional mode. The coating
level analysis is carried out for a hypothetical host-guest coating system through hosthost interactions based on impact theory. The key points that affect coating level and
system performance are thereafter studied. Dimensional analysis of a Mechanofusion
system is proposed in Chaper 5 on the basis of kinetic theory. An equation for average
force on particles during process is deduced to establish the correlation between a
simulated system and a real system.
Particle interaction model with adhesion is presented in Chapter 6. A set of
binary impact tests are carried out under combination of normal and tangential
interactions. The fracture of a single agglomerates inside the system prior to dry
coating process during normal interactions with host particles and system boundary
is examined in Chapter 7. Finally, a summary and conclusions resulting from all the
research work carried out in this dissertation are discussed in Chapter 8. Further
work on the related topic is also suggested.

CHAPTER 2
DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD REVIEW
2.1 Particulate System Simulation
Particulate system simulation provides a direct route from the microscopic details of
a system such as the interactions within it to macroscopic properties of experimental
interests as the state of the system. The importance of this technique is that it can
provide some useful information for the particle flow which is difficult to obtain from
direct experimentation. In a word, it is easy for the simulation to catch the exact
moment when something of major interest happens. Particle simulation technology
started from the early 1940s'. Basically, there are two mechanisms dealing with
particle related simulation: kinematics method and dynamic method.
The theory of kinematics method is based on the fluid dynamics. It is mostly
used to simulate dynamic systems including particle flow [23_

EN.)

25 . Here consti-

tutive equations are analyzed for the particle assembly. This type of continuum
approach is capable of providing some useful information on macroscopic behaviors
of powder assembly during process [26 28]. However, it is impossible to elucidate
-

the effects of particle geometrical factor on interaction forces between particles within
the system, because the developed constitutive equations are not related with them.
Particle dynamic simulations investigate the behaviors of particles in this respect.
It treats the particle flow as an assembly of particles instead of a continuum. The
behavior of each particle is described to related to the macroscopic behavior of the
assembly.
Most particle dynamic simulations use the Discrete Element Method (DEM).
The term "discrete element" refers to the fact that the simulation models the particles
as a system of individual particles. In other words, this technique simulates systems
consisting of discrete particles in which each individual particle is followed exactly
as it interacts with other particles and with the system boundaries. Therefore, it
7
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involves simultaneously integrating all the equations of motion for all the particles
in the system. Examples of DEM model include Molecular Dynamics (MD) method,
Monte Carlo (MC) techniques Distinct Element Method, etc. "Molecular dynamics"
,

is the term used to describe the solution of the classical equations of motion (Newton's
equations) for a set of molecules. "Monte Carlo simulation" is so called because of
the role that random numbers play in the method. "Distinct Element Method" is
another name for DEM, which was coined by Cundall who was the first to use this
type of model to study granular flow [29] — _32
The origins of DEM technique actually lie in the field of Molecular Dynamics
(MD). In MD, the motions of molecules are followed mechanistically under the
influence of external forces. Using MD simulation, it is possible to solve the dynamic
problem without making any approximations within the limits imposed by machine
accuracy. MD simulation has been applied widely to the study of molecular solids
interactions [33] [34 and particulate systems [35] 36]. There is a thorough discussion
of the details of the numerical techniques, which include over 600 references [37
Monte Carlo simulations take use of the random nature of the molecular motion
in gases to approach the problem from a statistical point of view. In Monte Carlo
method, it is assumed that the velocities of individual particles are independently
distributed within a velocity distribution function without regard to history or to
the behavior of neighboring particles. It is unlikely that this is true in dense concentrations where particles will experience many collisions with their nearest neighbors
and it is therefore unlikely that there would be no correlation between their velocities
or positions. Thus, Monte Carlo method has limited usefulness in granular flow
studies. Nonetheless, molecular chaos is an essential assumption in the theory
of rapid granular flows so that Monte Carlo simulations do provide a forum for
evaluating rapid-flow within the context of their basic assumptions [38]

ti

[40].
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Computer simulation of dense-phase discrete particle systems was first reported
by Cundall Strack [41 . The scheme developed was termed as the "Distinct Element
Method (DEM)" or referred as "Particle Dynamic Methods (PDM)" 421. In DEM
simulations, it normally assumes that the particulate flow occurs in the absence of
an interstitial fluid, or the interstitial fluid can be ignored. These techniques are
applicable to cases where the interstitial fluid does not play a significant role in
determining the overall mechanics of the system. Within the system, the forces
experienced by the particles are mainly due to the interactions with their neighbors
and with the system boundaries. Therefore, in those systems, the motions of particles
are not strongly influenced by any fluid that might fill the inter-particle gaps.
In a particle system, solid-solid interactions dominate the system. Therefore it
is essential to establish methods of identifying contacts and modeling the contact
interactions in all discrete elements methods. Most of simulations assume that
particles are spheres, because it is easy to detect contacts between round particles.
According to different treatment of particles interactions in the methods, DEM
techniques are divided into two main categories: Hard Sphere Model (hard contact
approach) and Soft Sphere Model (soft contact approach). The detail description of
DEM approach and its method can be found in [43].

2.2 Hard Sphere & Soft Sphere Model
2.2.1 Hard Sphere Model
A hard sphere model assumes that all particle interactions are instantaneous
collisions without any deformation. The support of this assumption is that stress
levels in most granular flows are usually small so that the particle surfaces will
not elastically deform to any significant degree [44] [45]. It is then a reasonable
approximation to assume that the particles are perfectly rigid and cannot deform
during collisions. Hoti Tever, this requires that any collision between such particles
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must occur instantaneously. Based on the above considerations, in the hard sphere
model, collisions are assumed to be instantaneous and no interpenetration of the two
bodies occur. The by-product of this assumption is that there is no probability of
simultaneous collisions between three or more particles so that only binary collision
need be accounted for.
During the simulation

,

list of collisions in order of precedence is maintained

and simulation proceeds by variable time steps between successive collisions. Between
collisions, the particles simply follow their kinematic trajectories which only change
as the result of collisions. The collision result is determined from a inelastic, frictional
collisional operator governing the dynamics of idealized binary collisions, while
satisfying equilibrium and the constitutive laws. The state of the system between
collisions can be easily determined if needed. The algorithm of a rigid contact model
is shown in Fig. 2.1 and processes as follows: after starting the simulation, the time
at which the first collision occurs is computed from the particle trajectories which
is described by a simple function of time. The positions and velocities of all the
particles are updated to that time. The collision result is computed, the time of
the next collision to occur is found, and the average properties of the system are
calculated if required and the process is repeated.
The algorithm of the hard sphere model decides that the rate at which time
progresses during a simulation is inversely proportional to collision frequency. The
simulation using this method is very efficient at low solid concentrations where
collisions are infrequent. For the systems with large concentrations, where collisions
occur frequently, the hard sphere simulation becomes very inefficient. Furthermore,
the hard sphere model cannot be applied to any situation involving stagnant zones
or other situations where particles are in contact for long periods of time. In this
situation, the collision frequency goes to infinity and the simulation time, which
progresses from collision to collision, cannot change and simulation stops.
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Initialize particle positions, orientions and velocities

Determine next collision time

Update particle positions

Find collision result

Calculate average properties
J

Figure 2.1 Algorithm of Hard Sphere Model
Generally, the hard contact assumption is appropriate in simulation of
"molecular dynamics", in which sparse populations of bodies move around at high
speed and interact by collision. The collisions are very brief, and can be modeled as
instantaneous exchanges of momentum and energy may or may not be conserved by
the particle pair. A good implementation of rigid-sphere collision model is described
in detail by Walton [46 . Hard Sphere simulations are mainly concerned with rapid
granular flows [47] _48
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2.2.2 Soft Sphere Model
In contrast to hard spheres where collisions are instantaneous, soft spheres go through
certain deformations during the collisions and have a finite contact time. In the soft
sphere model, a particle is allowed to be in contact with several particles simultaneously. The duration of contact is related to a non-infinite contact stiffness which
is specified as a contact property. Deformation of the particle is represented as a
small overlap. Consequently the inter-particle forces are generally small, and for
,

computational ease, the particle shape in a soft sphere simulation is not allowed to
change. The force at the contact is continuously varying as the particles are being
deformed. Generally, the force generated normal (and tangential) to the contact
point is modeled as a simple spring. For cohesionless particles, the spring is not
allowed to support tensile force and is eliminated as soon as the particles lose contact.
Each contact exerts force and moment on each of the particles involved. The
total force and moment on a particle are the sum of those applied by all its contacts,
combined with a body force such as gravity. The position and velocity of the particle
are controlled by Newton's second law through an ordinary differential equation.
Simultaneous solution of all the differential equations for all the constituent particles
can determine the new state of entire system. Figure 2.2 shows flow diagram of
the soft sphere model. It is simply a numerical integration. At each time step, it
needs to check for new and broken contacts. The inter-particle forces are computed
next and followed by integration the equations of motion. The average properties of
the system are calculated at regular intervals to obtain quantities of interest. The
time step of soft sphere model is usually a function of the physical properties of
the discrete elements. The accurate integration of the motion equations is normally
obtained by implementation more time steps (30 50) during a collision.
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Initialize particle positions, orientions and velocities

Update particle link— list
(find new or broken contacts)

Calculate the forces and torques on each particle

Integrate the equation of motion to calculate
the new positions, velocities and orientations

Calculate average properties

Time increase: t = t + dt

Figure 2.2 Algorithm of DEM Soft Sphere Model

Besides allowing simulation of static situations, this approach is more efficient
than a rigid particle approach for dense systems, since computational time required to
run a given simulation is not dependent on the particle packing. However, soft sphere
models are computationally inefficient to deal with sparse system where collisions are
infrequent, and most of the computer time will be spent in updating positions of the
particles as they move unimpeded along their kinematic trajectories.
The Soft Sphere model is one of the more common discrete element technique
compared with the hard sphere model. It is can give abetter representation of what
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actuarially happens during impact since it can handle a variety of inter-particle
forces. This is very important in simulations of systems with very soft plastic
materials or for fine powders where long-range electrostatic or van der Waals forces
are important. Furthermore, soft sphere simulation can provide some information
on the structure and dynamics of system including details of position, velocities,
forces and energy partitions. More significantly, this approach is applicable to all
configurations including both quasi-static and dynamic situations.

2.3 Development of DEM Model

Since it was first applied to study rock mass problem by Cundall in 1971, DEM
has been widely used to model various problems such as granular segregation ,
granular mixing and agglomerate degradation [49] 50 as well as particle concentration structures in shear flows [51 [52_. Campbell gave a detail review of DENT
simulation and its applications in powder flows [43]. Tsuji reviewed the recent application of discrete particle simulation method in Japan [53].
The original DEM method could not handle interstitial fluid. But recently
studies have added interstitial fluid effects in an approximate mariner (Tsuji et
al. [54 D. In DEM model, particle is mostly treated as sphere for the computationally convenient purpose. Recently, simulations for two-dimensional polygonal
particles have been developed by Walto 56_ and Hopkins _57 and for threedimensional polyhedral particles by Ghaboussi and Barbosa 58
DEM modeling is not only used in simulation of quasi-static system, but
is also put to simulate the rapid particle flows. Macroscopic behavior of smooth
inelastic spheres in vibrating beds is investigated by Lan by three-dimensional
simulation [59]. Muguruma et al use DEM to simulate the three-dimensional motions
of all individual particles in a rotating mixer with two baffles [60 . Szepvolgyi et
al take use this method to simulate particle motion in a high shear mixer based
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on three-dimensional mode [61]. Moreover, DEM based model analysis has been
applied to granular mixing [62] and particle packing study 63]. A modified distinct
element method (MDEM), which considers the effect of rolling resistance at contact
points, successfully simulates shear band in natural granular soils [64].

CHAPTER 3
PARTICLE INTERACTION MODELS
3.1 Introduction
In DEM simulations, it is assumed that particle-particle interactions dominate the
particle-fluid interactions. The validity of the results depends on how accurately the
individual particle interactions are approximated. Thus, interaction models deserve
a place in any discussion of particle simulations.
Since soft sphere model can incorporate more elaborate collision interactions
than hard sphere model and can handle static assemblies of particles, it is adopted
in the numerical study of Mechanofusion system in the dissertation. The soft sphere
interaction models are presented in this chapter. First, there is a brief review of
the interaction model development. Then, a popular Walton-Braun (WB) partially
latching-spring model is discussed in detail. At last, a binary impact test is studied
using this model.

3.2 Development of Particle Interaction Model
In the soft sphere model, solid-solid interaction model must contain three basic
components: (1) a mechanism to calculate normal force at the contact point that
pushes the particle surface apart (2) a mechanism to consider energy dissipation
,

during the collision, and (3) a mechanism to calculate tangential force that acts on
the particle surfaces.
In the early 1882, Hertz solved the problem of normal interaction (zero friction)
between two elastic spheres _651. He predicts a repulsive force that varies as the
displacement to the three-halves power, i.e. F oc (1 3 / 2 , where F is resultant force
and a is the displacement of two centers. However, Hertz's model is good for large
deformations and not appropriate for granular flow where interactions are too small
to deform the macroscopic shape of the surface. Therefore, in their first model,
16
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Cundall and Strack simply used linear springs to model normal and tangential
in teractions with the tangential force limited by a Mohr-Coulomb criterion. The

energy loss is implemented by a dash-pot. Incorporating with the finite-element
analysis, Walton suggested a nearly linear response to displacement for the interaction of the elasticity and the plasticity. In their model, Walton and Braun used
a "latched spring" to represent normal inter-particle loadings, where energy loss

is incorporated by difference between loading and unloading stiffness. Based on
above two models, Thornton suggested a combined spring for normal interaction
with initial loading acting as nonlinear (Hertian) followed by linear relationship of
force and displacement. For the last two models, frictional force and tangential
compliance are incorporated in a complicated way based on the work of Mindin and
Deresiewicz [66 , which assume Hertzian behavior in the normal direction and predict
complex hysteretic behavior in the tangential direction whenever the frictional limit
has been exceeded (i.e., when there is slip between the particle surfaces). However,
their work was based on the quasi-static behavior assumption.

Compressive force

Shear force

Figure 3.1 Models of contact forces
Generally, the implementation of the contact model to DEM simulations based
on the above considerations. The forces applied in the normal direction are usually
assumed to act as nonlinear or linear springs which generating a force proportional to
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the overlap between the particles. Meanwhile, the spring is connected in parallel to
a linear dashpot to provide the energy dissipation. The tangential forces that arose
from inter-particle friction are simulated in the similar way. For instance, Cundall
and Strack [30_ formulate a simple model using a spring, dash-pot and slider as
shown in Fig. 3.1 to model particle-particle interaction in quasi-static granulate flow.
Walton and Braun formulated a similar model, called "latching spring" model 164
A detailed explanation of "latching spring" model is presented in the rest of the
chapter.

3.3 Walton-Braun Partially Latching-Spring Model (Non-Cohesive)
Partially latching-spring model (Fig. 3.2) was proposed by Walton-Braun for an
elastoplastic material [68

[70 . They used a "latching spring" that loads with

one spring constant and unloads with another as a way of incorporating the energy
dissipation. They found this to be closer to results of elastic-plastic finite-element
modeling of impact of the round particles.

A
L
'

K

Normal
Displacement(m)

Figure 3.2 Partially latching-spring model
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stage, with spring constant K2, while a finite plastic deformation occurs. K2 can be
decided from the given coefficient of restitution e, independent of impact velocity,
which is defined as

e

=

(3. 1)

\ K2 /

The normal force is given by

I NI = K 1 a
= K 2 (a - a

0

)

for loading
for unloading

(3.2)

where cy is the relative approach (overlap) after initial contract, and a o is the finite
plastic deformation , i.e., a © is the value of a where the unloading curve goes to zero.
The tangential force model used here is incrementally slipping friction model
suggested by Walton-Braun too. Effective tangential stiffness in the direction parallel
to the existing friction forces. It decreases with tangential displacement until it
is zero when full sliding occurs. In the present 2D surface model, the tangential
displacement parallel to the current friction force and the displacement perpendicular
to the existing friction force are considered separately. They are combined vectorially
and their sum is checked against the total friction force limit, /IFAr.
The effective tangential stiffness, KT is given by

KT =

Ko

T-T*

for slip in one direction (T increases)

T* -T

for slip another direction (T decreases)

-T*

(3.3)

where T is the total tangential force; Lc is the coefficient of friction; N is the total
normal force; v is a fixed parameter usually set to 1, and T* is the loading reversal
value, which is initially zero, is subsequently set to the value of the total tangential
force, T, whenever the the magnitude changes from increase to decrease, or vice
versa. It is scaled in proportion to any change in the normal force from the previous
time step. K 0 is the initial tangential stiffness and is assigned by the equation:
{T
T K2

loading
unloading

(3 .4)
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where T is the ratio of tangential and normal stiffness, and normally it is less than
1.0.
The new tangential force 71 ' (parallel to friction force) is given by the expression

V=T+KTAs

(3.5)

where As is the amount of relative surface displacement between the contact particles
during time step At (see Eq. 3.10 through Eq. 3.12 for further explanation).
Thus, in order to calculate the total tangential force acting between each pair
of particles, it needs to keep only two history dependent quantities, T and T* from
one time step to the next. The simulation model assumes that the displacements
from one time step to the next are relatively small.
The following is detailed calculation steps for tangential force:
. Calculate the unit normal vector of the contact between I and J, k j1 , treat it
as tangent plane.
(3.6)
where 77is the position vector for particle I, and particle J, respectively.
2. The tangential force from the previous time step 77401d is projected onto the
current tangential plane.

10id

old — kij(ij • T4old)

(3.7)

3. Normalize the projection friction force to the old magnitude to obtain new
starting " value for the friction force T.
14old
0

(3.8)

4. Calculate the unit vector of this friction force.

T/ T

(3.9)
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5. Calculate the relative surface displacement during the last time step and project
t onto the contact tangent plane.
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is the change in the relative position vector during the last

time step; i is the velocity, iv is angular velocity, and r is the sphere radius,
with subscript i and j indicating sphere I and J, respectively, and At is the
time step.
6. Calculate the displacement that parallel to the " old " friction force.

= (Aw n

-

(3.11)

7. The perpendicular displacement is
_

(3.12)

8. Decide the magnitude of T*. If the value of the normal force, FAT, changes from
one step to the next, then the value of T* in Eq. 3.3 is scaled in proportion to
the change in normal force.
Fn

(3.13)

9. Calculate current stiffness for tangential force with T*' substitute for T* in
Eq. 3.3 for KT.
10. Calculate the component of he new friction force parallel to the old friction
force.

= 1' +
#

(3.14)
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11. The perpendicular part is
Ti = ICA§I

(3.15)

= + 11

(3.16)

12. New tangential force

13. Normalize to friction limit /LPN to get I'
/IFN )

(3.17)

3.4 Binary Impact Analysis by WB Model

The partially latching-spring model has been widely used in granular flow problems.
However, in the available literature, except for the work of Walton 46 not much
attention has been paid on the analysis of interaction forces predicted by the model.
For this reason, a detailed analysis of the partially latching-spring model was carried
out by examining the interaction of two (spherical) particles under planar, central
and oblique impacts (Fig. 3.3). Some results from this analysis are presented here.

Figure 3.3 Impact of two spheres under angle a, velocity v and rotational speed w
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The results are intended to shoe- the effects of approach velocity, angle of
impact, and rotation of particles on the predicted force-deformation characteristics
of the model. Table 3.1 lists the parameters for contact particles.
Table 3.1 Parameters of the particle

0.2 mm
1.20 x 10 3 kg/m 3
20000 kg/s 2
0.4
0.85

Radius of particles
Density of part i cles
Normal stiffness (for loading)
Particle-particle coefficient of friction
Coefficient of restitution

0.025
v - 0.1 m/s
- v = 0.2 m/s
v = 0.5 nn/s
0.02

z

0.015

O

0.01

0.005

0.2

0.4

0.6

deformation(m)

12

0.8
x 10

6

Figure 3.4 Force-deformation vs. impact velocity (normal impact

Figure 3.4 shows the effect of impact velocity on force-deformation (loading
path) under central impact (or normal impact) without considering angular speed
of particles. Figure 3.5 shows the case under oblique impact (a = 30°). The loading
path is proportional to impacting velocity under either case. The larger impact
velocity induces to the longer loading path, i.e., larger deformation and impact force.
Figure 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 show effect of impact angle on the loading path and force
path under the same impact velocity , espectively. The change of loading path is
inverse to impact angle. The larger impact angle induces to the shorter loading
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0.02

v - 0.1 m/s
v= 0.2 m/s
v = 0.5 m/

0.018
0.016
0.014
0.012

2 0.01
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
0.6
deformation (m)

0.7

0.8

0.9
x10-6

Figure 3.5 Force-deformation vs. impact velocity (impact angle = 30°)
0.025

0.02

impact angle = 0 °
impact angle = 30 °
impact angle = 60 °

—0.015H
E2)

O

a
E

0.01

0.005

0.2

0.4

0.6
deformation (m)

0.8

12
x 10 -6

Figure 3.6 Force-deformation vs. impact angle at v = 1.0 m/s
path. However, the larger impact angle causes larger tangential force during impact
and when the impact angle goes to some degree, the slipping of force happens during
the unloading period. Figure 3.8 shows effect of angular speed of particles on force
path under the same impact velocity and impact angle. It illustrates that tangential
force between particles increases with angular speed of particles.
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CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MECHANOFUSION SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
Since it was invented around 15 years ago Mechanofusion system has been widely
,

studied in experiment. However, there is less literature about the theoretical study of
the Mechanofusion powder processing, except a preliminary model that was proposed
by Herman and Chen based on fluid mechanism (the model is briefly reviewed in
Chap. 1). The presented work is the first attempt on the numerical simulation
of a Mechanofusion system based on DEM technique [71 [73]. The numerical
study is performed on a mono-dispersed system based on two-dimensional simulation.
In the numerical model, interactions among particles and between particles and
boundary (cylinder chamber k, inner piece) as well as particles and blade (scraper) are
calculated by force model algorithm. Diagnostic analysis is carried out to compare
two systems, where only difference between them is that in one of them doesn't have
a scraper. Visualization of the particulate patterns inside the system and results
of diagnostic analysis clearly demonstrate the effect of scraper on the system. The
force applied on the inner piece is calculated and is qualitively comparable with
experimental results. Average forces on particles due to interactions with other
particles and vessel parts are also calculated and categorized into four function
areas. The results show particles will experience different force while passing through
the different areas. The numerical mechanism and approach of simulation study of
Mechanofusion system for dry particle coating process are presented in detail in this
chapter.
The simulation study is performed on a system scale. Because of the large
difference between size of host particles and that of guest particles, in the systemscale simulation, only host particles are taken into consideration. The purpose of the
system-scale simulation of is to understand the dynamics of the system which may
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help explain the mechanism of dry particle coating and effect of key parameters on
the coating outcome.

4.2 Description of the Model
4.2.1 Geometry Model

In the model (2D), as shown in Fig. 4.1, the outer circle represents the Mechanofusion
chamber. It is an outer-boundary of the system. The eccentric inner circle represents
the inner rounded piece (i.e., inner piece), see Fig. 1.1 for reference. The radius of
the inner circle is decided by the corresponding shape of the inner piece. The exact
modeling of the scraper is rather complicated. In order to simplify the simulation,
the model just considers the basic function of scraper within the system. In Fig. 4.1,
the scraper is represented by a set of fixed particles, placed at an angle as shown.
This closely mimics the actual placement of scraper inside the chamber. It is noted
that other configurations, i.e., positioning the particles at a higher angle resulted in
excessive flow impediment, unlike that seems to occur in the physical system. In
addition, in the numerical model, there is zero clearance between scraper particles
and the chamber, and these fixed particles are taken to be of the same size as the
powder particles.

Figure 4.1 Simulation model , showing the detail of the model of the scraper
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4.2.2 Force Model

A detailed description of force model that is used in this simulation is provided in
the Chap. 3. Here a brief summary is given to keep the chapter integral. The force
model is proposed by Walton and Braun. During a simulation, particles are assumed
to be frictional, elastic-plastic spheres. For the normal force, it is calculated by a
partially latching-spring model. The loading resistance force is calculated by a linear
spring, with the spring constant given by a stiffer linear spring is used during
the unloading (restoration) stage, with spring constant k 2 , while a. finite plastic
deformation occurs. The tangential force model used here is incrementally slipping
friction model. The new tangential force is calculated by the old tangential force and
is related with loading history and direction.
Besides this, there are two points deserving a brief discussion:
- Time step, Lit: The time step during the simulation is calculated by the
equation,
At

Ire

771i

2KN

(4.1)

where e is restitution coefficient, m i is mass of particle, K N is spring stiffness
for loading and n is the desired number of time steps for one contact (for
this simulation n = 40). Equation 4.1 shows that calculation time step is
proportional to particle mass, i. e., proportional to particle size. However, the
time step is inversely proportional to spring stiffness KN. The larger stiffness
will cause smaller time step.
- Normal stiffness, KN : As shown in Eq. 4.1, the value of K N is closely related
to the calculation time step. If the value of KN is very high, the time step will
be very small and computation time will be very long. However, if the value of
KN is very small, the particle will be too "soft". The deformation of a particle

during the simulation will be out of the model limitation, which requires that
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maximum deformation of the particle during the simulation should be less
than 1 % of particle diameter. Therefore, based on the impact mechanics and
condition that maximum deformation of particles is less than 1 % of particle
diameter, the normal stiffness can be calculated by equation,

KN = 0.017 E r i(4.2)
where E is Young's modules and r i is particle radius.
4.2.3 Zone Mapping and Volume Fractions of a Particle

In order to analyze the dynamics change inside the system, several zones are defined
along the radius of the chamber as shown in Fig. 4.2. Each zone has the same volume,
UZ = V/N, where V is the volume of the chamber and N is number of zones. The

number of zones is selected so that the height of each zone is equal or greater than
the maximum diameter of particles. Under this condition, the largest particle will
not occupy more than two zones at a time instant. In this study, there are seven
zones along the chamber radius.

Figure 4.2 Zone mapping

During the dynamic modeling, particles are supposed to be frozen in each
very short time step to calculate macroscopic quantities such as kinetic energy and
pressure. By assuming uniform materials, it is assumed that the ratio of a material
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fraction is equal to the ratio of volume fraction. If a particle occupies one zone in
the time instant, calculation of the volume fraction is not necessary because all of it
belongs to the one particular zone.
Consider particle i to be occupied by two zones as shown in Fig. 4.3, then the
upper fraction belongs to the zone k and lower fraction belongs to the zone k + 1.
The distance of particle center to the zone k is represented by a. It is calculated
using equation,
a=

oi

— r k(4.3)

where l og is the distance of particle is center to chamber o's center and r k is the
radius of zone k.
zone k is given by

The volume of particle i
Vk =

a

71- X

2

2

dy = —
3

3 —

a ( r2 — — a2 )
3
y2

where r is the the radius of particle, and x = -V

(4.4)

.

Therefore the volume fraction of particle i in zone k is

rpos(i) =

—

=

7a(r 2 — (1 2 )

Vt

(4 .5)

where tit is the volume of particle i.
The volume fraction of particle i in zone k +1 is

rneg(1) = 1 — rpos(i)

(4.6)

4.2.4 Simulation Approach

In a dynamic simulation such as this, the computation time is a critical issue. The
number of particles should be large for the simulation to capture the essential features

Figure 4.3 Volume fraction when two zones are occupied by a particle i
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of the particulate flow. However, the number of particles determines the computation
time, and hence the computational cost. Theoretically, the computation time is
proportional to the square of the number of particles, but it seems to increases
exponentially with the number of particles, as shown in Fig. 4.4. One way to limit
the number of particles in the system is by using a two-dimensional configuration for
the system. Dimensional reduction is equivalent to assuming the system to be either
very long or very narrow in the third (eliminated) dimension. In the former case,
the flow pattern becomes independent of the third direction [74]. Approximation
for the latter case becomes possible as the particulate flow becomes dominantly
two-dimensional. Here, assuming the particulate flow to be in the transverse plane,
two-dimensional simulations were employed for the present studies. In addition, the
simulation system is taken to be smaller than the actual system in order to keep the
number of particles small hence computable on time. The parameters used for the
simulation system are given in Table 4.1. The particle properties such as the friction
coefficient are selected based on the properties of PMMA.

t o'

10'
loading (number of particles)

104

Figure 4.4 Computer time as a function of loading of particles
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the system

Radius of particles
Nu mber of particles
Density of particles
Diameter of outer circle
Diameter of inner circle
gap size
Rotational speed of chamber
Normal stiffness (for loading)
Particle-particle coefficient of friction
Particle-solid boundaries coefficient of friction
Coefficient of restitution

0.2 mm
1500
1.20 x 10 3 kg/m 3
25 mm
10 mm
1.6 mm
2000 rpm
20000 N m
0.4
0.5
0.85

4.2.5 Numerical Method

During a simulation, cylinders (chamber and inner-piece) are treated as boundary
particles and scraper as fixed particles. They act as discrete elements of the system
which interact with system particles. The algorithm of a computational model (soft
sphere) is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. At the beginning of the simulation, particles are
randomly positioned inside the system with some overlaps between them (overlap
is not allowed between particle and boundary particles or fixed particles). Initially,
particles are assigned with small random velocities, however, the net momentum of
the system is zero. For each time step, inter-particle forces are calculated for all
contacting particles using the contact force model. In this study, the simulation is
implemented in two-dimensional mode, the gravity force, which is in z-direction is
riot considered. Summation of related forces acting on each particle is carried out on
x and y-direction (2D) respectively. The new particle translational and rotational
acceleration (in x-direction) are calculated by Newton's equations of motion:

(4.7)
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where the superscript n refers to the current time step; rn
here d is particle diameter, and p is particle density; I =

7.rd3io is

particle mass,

d 2 is particle moment of

inertia; Fix and Mir are the inter-particle force and moment acting on the particle due
to interaction with others. Similar equation can be written for y-direction. The new
velocity and position of the particle are obtained by explicit integration of Eq. 4.7
via the time-centered, finite-difference "leap-frog" method [37]. The finite difference
equations for the particle are
n+

n—

2 =

2 ±

nAt

x

(4.8)

n+ 2
Wx

n- 12 + b:)xTtAt
wx

for translational and rotational velocity in x-direction. The new particle position is
updated b •
X

n+1

=

X

n

n+ 1
'V/ '2 At

(4.9)

for x-direction. Similarly, the corresponding equations for motion can be written
for y-direction. After obtaining new positions and velocities for all the particles,
the program repeats the cycle of updating contact forces and particle positions.

Checks are incorporated to find new contacts and delete broken contacts. During
the simulation, average properties of the system are calculated and output at regular
intervals to obtain interest quantities.

4.3 Comparison Study
4.3.1 Two Mechanofusion Systems
In the nu merical studies, first , two geometric models of Mechanofusion system are

studied. The two models differ only in that scraper is excluded in one model.
Figure 4.5 shows the geometric model w ith scraper (a) and without scraper (b).
A series of simulation experiments are performed in order to understand the effect
of scraper. The number of particles in the system is 1500 and gap between the inner
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piece and the chamber boundary is 1.6 mm. The rotational speed of the chamber for
this comparison study is 2000 rpm.

Figure 4.5 Two geometric models

Figure 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the snap-shots of the patterns within the system
with scraper and without scraper , respectively. The initial condition for two systems
is same: particles are randomly put inside the system which allows overlap between
them and with small initial velocity. The total running time for this simulation
is 10 seconds. From these figures, the time evolution of the particle patterns can
be observed. Figure 4.6 shows the pattern having scraper inside the chamber. It
can be seen that during the operation, particles are generally dispersed within the
chamber. However, the pattern shown in Fig. 4.7 for the system without scraper,
is quite different from that shown in Fig. 4.6. As the time passes, more and more
particles get attached to the chamber wall because of the centrifugal force, and hence
the particles are not evenly dispersed within the system. These results are somewhat
in line with the expectatio n
4.3.2 Computing Diagnostic Quantities

The quantities of interest for diagnostic analysis of the simulated system are the timeaveraged values of volume fraction, velocity, granular temperature, and so on. The
time over which averages are taken must be long enough compared to the typical time
taken by any particle interaction (e.g. particle-particle or particle-wall collision), but
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Figure 4.6 Particle pattern for the system with scraper versus time (10 s)
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Figure 4.7 Particle pattern for the system without scraper versus time (10 s)
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it should be short compared to the time scale of major changes in the properties of
interest.
The snap-shots of particle patterns inside these systems show qualitatively
the difference between systems with and without scraper. To obtain a quantitative
understanding, the time-averaged kinetic energy, pressure, etc. can be computed.
Such computations provide an understanding of the dynamics of the system. For
these two systems, the diagnostic analysis is carried out to compare the difference in
the dynamic condition inside the two systems. Each diagnostic quantity is a volume
average inside each zone during a time period (set to 2 seconds in this case). Since
the simulation is performed in two-dimensional, the volume is obtained by setting
the third direction, i.e., the thickness of each zone to be same dimension as particle
diameter.
1. Rotational kinetic energy. The rotational kinetic energy of particles inside zone

k is given by,

E r(k)

1
21 7k ick

2
-)J•ry

(
(Wiz —

(4.10)

where Vk is volume of zone k, w is the rotational speed of the Mechanofusion
chamber; w ix , w iy , w iz are the components of the angular velocity of particle i
(which falls in zone k in the time instant); I i = 5mir is moment of inertia of
particle and Tn i and r i are the mass and radius of particle i. In the case of
two-dimensional simulation, wi x = w iy = 0. In the above, the rotation speed
of the chamber is subtracted so that the effect of the rigid body rotation is
eliminated. For instance, if all the particles were glued to the chamber, the
rotational kinetic energy of each particle will be I i w 2 . Hence, the computed
total rotational kinetic energy as per equation above will be zero.
As seen from Fig. 4.8, the rotational kinetic energy of the particles in
the system with scraper increases radially outward, which means boundary
zones have larger rotational kinetic energy. However, for the system without
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scraper, Fig. 4.9, rotational kinetic energy along the boundary zone goes down.
This implies that without the scraper, particles basically stick to the boundary
during the processing.
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Figure 4.8 Rotational kinetic energy distribution inside the chamber for the system
with scraper
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Figure 4.9 Rotational kinetic energy distribution inside the chamber for the system
without scraper

2. Deviatoric kinetic energy. This is calculated by the equation,
E

—

1
[

21/k iEk

z

- f)k

)

2]

(4.1 1)
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where v i is particle velocity and f) k is the average velocity inside zone k where
particle i falls in the current time step. The value of the translational kinetic
energy computed by this equation is deviatoric. The average velocity of the
zone, which does not have any contribution to the collisions between the
particles, is subtracted from the absolute value of the particle velocity to get
the comparative kinetic property of the system. Figure 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show
deviatoric kinetic energy distribution inside the chamber for the system with
scraper and rithout scraper. From Fig. 4.10 it can be seen that for the system
that has scraper the deviatoric kinetic energy is evenly distributed inside the
system. However, for the system without scraper, Fig. 4.11, the deviatoric
kinetic energy is much smaller compared with the value of the system with
scraper. The exception happens in the zone that has the inner piece boundary
which induces the larger fluctuation of the particles similar as the scraper
function inside the system with scraper.
1o

2

4

6

zone

Figure 4.10 Deviatoric kinetic energy distribution inside the chamber for the system
with scraper

3. Pressure distribution. For the particulate dynamic system like Mechanofusion,
the pressure inside the system is calculated based on the work by Ladd [75],
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Figure 4.11 Deviatoric kinetic energy distribution inside the chamber for the system
without scraper
given by,
p

(tk)

1

vi — ) 2 ±

Fu

(4.12)

_
where Fij is the repulsive force acting between particle i and j, and R ij is
317k iEk

ick,i>j

the distance between particle i and particle j. The first term in the above
expression is the kinetic contribution to the granular pressure due to the motion
of the particles corresponding to the average velocity field at the location of
particle i and second term is the potential or collisional contribution to the
,

pressure due to the forces of interaction between particles.
Pressure distribution for the system with scraper and without scraper is
shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13, respectively. It can be seen that basically the
pressure along the boundary zone is very large compared with other zones. The
value inside boundary zone of the system without scraper is relatively larger
because of dense packing of the particles along the boundary. However, the
pressure distribution inside the system with scraper is more uniform along the
zones compared with the system without scraper.
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Figure 4.12 Pressure distribution inside the chamber for the system with scraper
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Figure 4.13 Pressure distribution inside the chamber for the system without scraper
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Figure 4.14 Time-averaged collision work for the system with scraper
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Figure 4.15 Time-averaged collision work for the system without scraper
4. Collision work. Finally, the collision work of particles within the system is
computed. The time averaged collision work done by the inner-particle forces
is the potential energy of the system. It is calculated by equation,

(Fii (
Here V is the volume of cell , and

pia

ij

0)

)

(4.13)

is the relative displacement of particles i

and j, and a ijo is the value of previous time step.
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Figure 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show the collision work inside the chamber
as a function of time for the two kinds of systems (with scraper and without
scraper), respectively. Generally, the collision work inside the boundary zone
is much larger than the average work inside the system. Although the average
collision work inside the system with time is similar inside the two systems,
the collisional work because of interaction inside boundary zone is larger for
the system with scraper.

4.4 Force Inside the System
The comparison study and diagnostic analysis of two Mechanofusion chambers show
that the numerical simulation can show the essence of flow patterns and predict
dynamics of the system . However, those are not the final objectives for this
simulation study, since they don not provide an ability to do coating analysis.
It is obvious that for dry particle coating process, mechanism for the coating
is resulted from particle-particle interactions and particle-system interactions. Here,
force calculations are based on the following considerations: First, force on the inner
piece as a function of the rotational speed of chamber and loading of system is
calculated and compared with the experimental result available in the literature [11
The average forces on the particles during the process are calculated and categorized
into four areas. When riot specified, the running conditions for the simulation are:
loading 1500 particles, gap size 1.6 min.
4.4.1 Force on the Inner Piece
The methodology of DEM makes it possible to keep tracking all the interactions of
particles with the inner piece at any time instant. The normal force and tangential
force are calculated respectively. They are long-termed average values and are
obtained by averaging all the instant values during the simulation. The following
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numerical studies are performed in order to compare the simulation results with that
of experiment:
• Force on the inner piece as a function of the rotational speed of chamber,
Fig. 4.16. The calculated normal force and tangential force on the inner
piece linearly increase with rotational speed of chamber under log-log plot.
Experimental study of polystyrene beads at the rotation speed shows a linear
relationship for the normal force in the log-log plot and similar relationship for
the tangential force.
• Normal force and tangential force on the inner piece as a function of loading of
the system. For each loading, the simulation is running under three values of
rotational speed of chamber. The results are shown in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18,
respectively. Both normal force and tangential force on the inner piece increase
with the load of the system. The increase rate is larger under higher rotation
speed. The numerical result agrees with experiment results qualitatively.
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Figure 4.16 Average force on the inner piece as a function of the rotation speed
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4.4.2 Force on Particles Within the System

In a Mechanofusion system, particles are expected to experience different interactions
inside the system. The calculation of force on the particles can show the internal
difference within different regions inside the system. There are four areas defined
inside the system, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Area 1 is defined as "inner piece area" ,
which has converging-diverging shape. Area 2 is defined as "scraper area" since
scraper function is put into this area. Area 3 is defined as "input area" , because
it is the place before the particles fall into the inner piece area. Area 4 is named
as "free-diffusion" area, where the particles get freely dispersed after being scraped
from the boundary.

Figure 4.19 Area definition inside the system

The average normal force on a particle with time inside areas (Fig. 4.20), as well
as the average tangential force on the particle inside area (Fig. 4.21), are calculated
respectively. The values reported on these figures (Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21) are timeaveraged values throughout a long period (in this case, it is 2s). The average forces on
the particle inside the inner piece area and the scraper area are larger compared with
values inside other two areas, which means that the particle experiences larger interaction forces inside those areas. These figures also show that under this situation,
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average force on the particles inside the scraper area is largest within the system,
because of normal impacts with the blade.
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Figure 4.20 Average normal force on particles inside areas versus time
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Figure 4.21 Average tangential force on particles inside areas versus time
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4.5 Collision Analysis Inside the System

The calculation of average force on a particle during process shows theoretically
the different stages that the particle experiences inside the Mechanofusion chamber.
Purpose of the collision analysis inside the system is to understand the interaction
frequency inside each area. Here, collision is categorized into the collision that
happens between particles and the collision because of interaction of particles with
the solid boundaries (cylinder boundaries and scraper fixed particles). The total
number of collisions inside each area versus time are calculated first. System
parameters for this analysis are same as above force analysis. Figure 4.22 shows the
number of collisions of particles with boundary versus time and Fig. 4.23 shows the
number of collisions between particles versus time inside different areas. The total
collision number inside area increases with time. Collision ratio is calculated by
equation,
collision ratio =

cumulative number of collisions inside area
average number of particles within the area

(4.14)

Values inside each area are shown in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25, respectively.
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Figure 4.22 Collisions between particle and boundary inside areas versus time
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Figure 4.23 Collisions among particles inside areas versus time
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Figure 4.24 Collision ratio between particle and boundary inside areas versus time
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Figure 4.25 Collision ratio among particles inside areas versus time
Comparatively, the collision ratio inside free diffusion area is the smallest. This
means particles inside this area have less chance to interact with each other, which
is agreeing with the expectation. Collision ratio between particles inside the scraper
area is smaller compared with the value inside the inner piece area and the input
area. After being scraped up, particle seldomly interacts with each other. Collision
ratio in the inner piece area and input area is larger, which means that the interaction
inside those two areas is very active.

4.6 Deformation Analysis
Here deformation refers to embedding of guest particles to surface of host particles
arose from particle-particle interactions and particle-boundary interactions. Although
the system simulation does not include guest particles, the numerical results can
still be used to predict deformations based on the performance of host particles,
assuming that existing guest particles do not affect host-host interactions. The force
result directly calculated from linear-spring model can not be used to represent
the realistic contact force, however, it can reflect the relative interaction between
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particles. Figure 4.26 shows the change of maximum force during a binary impact
as a function of relative impact velocity and impact angle. The maximum contact
force is linearly changed with relative impact velocity. The slope decreases while
increasing impact angle. During the system simulation, the maximum force for each
contact is calculated. Based on the binary impact analysis, the relative impact
velocity of particles prior to contact can be deduced. Therefore, deformation study
of a coating system is based on kinematics of host particles and is implemented by
classical impact model.
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Figure 4.26 Maximum contact force as a function of relative impact velocity and
impact angle of host particles
First, the maximum contact area because of host-host impact is calculated.
The impact force is calculated and distributed onto guest particles falling inside the
contact area which are assumed to have been evenly and loosely dispersed on the
host surface. The force on each guest particle is therefore deduced and resulted
central displacement of guest to host surface (here host particles are soft spheres and
guest particles are rigid spheres) is obtained based on the classical impact theory.
The detail calculation of this procedure can be found in Appendix B at the end of
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dissertation. The deformation of coating system is expressed in the form of central
displacement ratio, which is the rate of central displacement of a guest particle on a
host surface to diameter of the guest particle. In this study, PMMA is used as host
particles (400 um) and Al 2 0 3 (5 ,um) is guest particle. Table 4.2 lists the properties
of PMMA and Al 2 0 3 .
Table 4.2 Properties of PMMA and Al 2 O 3

Density (p)
Young's modulus (E)
Poisson's ratio (v)
Dispersive surface energy (
Polar surface energy (a) p )

PMMA
Al203
1190 Kg/m 3 3970 Kg/m 3
345 GPa
3300 MPa
0.26
0.5
2
1000
mJ/m 2
35.9 mJ/m
4.3 mJ/m 2540 mJ/m 2

I. Effect of the host-host interaction: The effect of relative impact velocity on
contact area on the host surface is shown in Fig. 4.27, which illustrates that
contact area linearly increases with velocity. Figure 4.28 is the deformation
level as a function of relative impact velocity of host-host. It is shown that the
relative interaction velocity does riot affect the deformation level if it is beyond
elastic yield limit, which means that coating product is not related with system
operations.
2. Effect of particle parameters: Some important parameters such as size of
guest particles and hardness of host particles to deformation level are studied.
The corresponding results are listed in Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30, respectively.
Figure 4.29 shows that the smaller guest particle will come with larger deformation ratio and resulted in stronger surface interaction of a coating system.
However, the change of deformation ratio is not significant comparing with
size change. The hardness study is based on changing Young's modulus of the
host particle. Figure 4.30 presents results for two hardness values for the host
particle. Comparatively, the hardness of host particle has significant effect on
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deformation level. The increased hardness of the host particle results in less
deformation of a guest particle on the host surface. The similar observation of
effect of hardness of particle and size ratio of host to guest particle on coating
level has obtained by experimental study [13] [15].
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4.7 Coating Time Calculation
The minimum required coating time is based on the time required to have a complete
coverage of surface area of all the host particles. This is estimated by the following
steps (Fig. 4.31):
• Calculate the maximum central displacement d for each host-host contact.
• Calculate the contact radius a of this contact by the equation: a =
• Do the summation of contact area until it equal to the total surface area of the
system, which is N * S. where N is total number of host particles and S is the
surface area of each host particle and S= 47q, and r i is the radius of particle.

Figure 4.31 PMMA and PMM A
If number of particles inside the system is 1500, rotation speed is 2000 rpm
and gap size is 1.6 mm, the minimum coating time needed is 0.61 seconds. This time
is much less than the experimental study since here it is assumed that each contact
occurs at a different position on particle surface. It is emphasized that the minimum
time computed is only an estimated value and is only intended as an indicator for
comparing different cases.
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4.8 Effect of System Parameters on the Coating

Finally, t le parameters that may affect the operation of the Mechanofusion device
are examined. The change of average contact forces inside the system and required
minimum coating time as a function of rotational speed of chamber and gap size is
studied respectively. Force result from the direct system simulation can not put to
deformation analysis as stated previously. However, as shown in Fig. 4.26 this value
is linearly changed with relative velocity between particles before contact, which is
closed related to the coating outcome. From this point, average contact forces inside
areas are related with coating result. For each case of parametric study, there is only
one parameter that is varied while the rest are kept constant.
4.8.1 Rotation Speed

A series of tests are carried out by changing the rotation speed while keeping loading
of particles and gap size constant. Here, particle loading is 1500 and gap size is
1.6 mm. First, the effect of rotational speed of chamber on the average contact force,
which affects the coating outcome, is studied. Figure 4.32 shows that average contact
forces inside the system increase proportionally with the rotation speed. The rate of
increase is different for different areas. Comparatively, inter-particle forces in scraper
area have the largest increase rate while forces in free-diffusion area have the least
increase rate. Figure 4.33 illustrates the effect of rotation speed on the minimum
coating time. The figure shows that coating time is inversely proportional to the
rotation speed. It is obvious that increasing rotation speed enhances interactions
inside the system, while results in a reduction in the minimum coating time.
4.8.2 Gap size

The study of gap size on coating is performed under the following conditions: particle
loading is 1500 and rotation speed is 2000 rpm. As seen from Fig. 4.34, average interparticle force within the inner piece area is inversely proportional to the gap. The
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reduced gap size increases the interaction inside this area, which agrees with the
experimental study. However, the smaller gap size may constrict the particle flow
inside the system. As shown in Fig. 4.34, the interaction inside input area and freediffusion area get decreased with smaller gap size. Besides, small gap size requires
longer coating time, as shown in Fig. 4.35.
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4.9 Conclusion

Numerical simulation of Mechanofusion system based on DEM technique is reported
in this chapter. The simulation is performed on two-dimensional mode. The
comparative agreement between three-dimensional simulation results (Appendix
A) and two-dimensional simulation results verifies that the dimensional reduction
is reasonable. The system-scale simulation is carried on a mono-dispersed system
where only host particles are taken into consideration. The comparison study and
diagnostic analysis of two Mechanofusion chambers with and without scraper clearly
demonstrate the effect of scraper on the system. The numerical simulation are
proved to be able to uncover the dynamics of the system. The calculation result
of force on the inner piece illustrates that the normal force and tangential force
are approximately proportional to square of rotational speed of chamber, which is
qualitively comparable with that of the reported experimental result. Moreover,
experimental observation of average force on the inner piece as a function of particle
loading and rotation speed is also illustrated by the numerical study. Average forces
on particles inside the system are calculated and categorized into four regions. The
results show that a particle may experience different force inside the system during
operation and comparatively , force on the particle inside the inner-piece area and
the scraper area is two times as the value in the rest areas. Collisional analysis also
shows that there are intense interactions inside the inner piece area and the scraper
area. As can be seen from the results presented in this chapter and summarized
above, DEM simulations can provide detailed information that was not available
from fluid-based modeling [19]. It is noted that the fluid-based modeling only
provided information on the force on the inner-piece as a function of the rotation
speed.
Deformation analysis is based on the relative interactions between particles.
The coating level which is expressed in the form of central displacement ratio of
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guest particle to host surface is examined through a simple deformation analysis.
The calculation result illustrates that coating level is not related to particle-particle
interaction beyond the elastic yield limit, but related to the combination of a coating
system (such as hardness of host particles and size of guest particles). The softer
host particle and the smaller guest particle produce deeper coating under the same
particle-particle interaction. The calculation result agrees with the experimental
result. The parametric study shows that rotation speed and gap size may affect
coating outcome. Increasing rotational speed will produce even coating with less
coating time. The minimum coating time to cover whole surface of host particles is
inversely proportional to gap size.

CHAPTER 5
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF MECHANOFUSION SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction

DEM is a very popular method in numerical studies of particulate systems. However,
there is no literature about its application in Mechanofusion process. The present
work of the numerical simulation of a Mechanofusion system based on the DEM
technique provides useful information for the system operation. However, it should
be pointed out that there are still some limitations of the current simulation model.
First and most is the small system size that is adopted in the simulation. The
size of the experimental apparatus is five times of the simulated system. Moreover,
parameters such as particle size, particle properties, and gap size that are used in the
numerical system may different with that in a real system. The effort here is try to
evaluate the performance of the real system based on the results from the simulated
system.
Research work done by Hopkins, et al for the study of rapidly deforming,
steady, simple shear flows of inelastic disks of spheres developed a new Monte
Carlo simulation method based on the theoretical framework of the kinetic theory
of dense gases 40]. Recent theories for rapid deformations of granular materials
have attempted to exploit the similarities between the grains of deforming granular
mass and the molecules of a dis-equilibrated gas 77] [81]. For granular flows
involving rapid deformations at much higher particle densities, the impulsive forces
in collisions between pairs of neighboring particles are responsible for the transfer
of momentum in the flowing material. If it is assumed that these collisions occur
instantaneously between pairs of spheres, then these system of spherical grains
are dynamically and statistically close to those considered in the ordinary nonequilibrium kinetic theory for dense gases [82]. Experiments involving the shear
of both dense suspensions spherical particles and dry, dense masses of identical
61
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spheres indicate that at sufficiently high rates of shear the dominant mechanism of
momentum transfer is collisions between particles [83_ [84i. Since the particulate flow
within the Mechanofusion system is dominated by the continuous collisions between
particles and between particles and system boundaries, furthermore, during a system
simulation, particles are treated as elastic-plastic spheres, the dimensional analysis,
which tried to scale up the simulated system, is therefore based on the fundamental
of kinetic theory.
It should be pointed out that there is some difference between a classical dense
gas and a rapidly deforming granular material. In the granular material an inhomogeneity of the mean flow is necessary to force the collisions and to drive the velocity
fluctuations. Also, collisions between the particles of a granular material involve
a loss of energy. Therefore, the implementation of kinetic theory for a rapidly
deforming granular material should be different from that for a classical dense gas,
as calculations much be extended in order to deliver the rate at which fluctuation
energy is dissipated into heat _81

5.2 Theory for a Simple Collisional Shear Flow
Based on the above considerations, Jenkins and Richman developed a kinetic theory
for rapid deformations of identical , smooth, nearly elastic, spherical particles [85].
The constitutive quantity for the total pressure tensor, P ij , inside a dense gas of
inelastic spheres may be expressed compactly as
P = (p — biDkk)Si — (5.1)

where p is pressure, a; is bulk viscosity, ,u is shear viscosity,

Dkk

tensor (or normal strain tensor), and for a simple shear flow,

Dkk =

as the substitution tensor or the identity tensor, it is defined as
S

1 ifi= j

is extension strain
0; b jj is known
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ifij
Did is the deviatoric part of the strain rate, D ij _=

u -)

•

Pressure p is defined by

p v

ps

(1 + 2G(1 + e))T

w is defined by the equation

w 8rnvG (1
3

+ e)T 2
d2

Here in is mass of a particle, d is diameter of the particle, e is coefficient of restitution,

T is granular temperature, and v is solid volume fraction, and is defined as

v _= n d 3 /6
In the above, n is number density, n =

N

r i Ntotai is number of particles inside the

system and V is volume of the system. G is a function of v

{G

=

g o (v)
2

g0( 1) ) - 1 12(13-1)02

v(2-0

2(1—v)3

2(1-0 3

and ,u is defined by

4

3

5

5

p, ( 1 + — G(1 + c)) + — w
Here is the transport shear viscosity, and can be defined by
ct(1 + .7.v(3e — 1)(1 + e))
where
2cf
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-

2d 2 go(1

e)(3

e
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If Eq. 5.1 is applied to a simple shear flow (incompressible)
which has the velocity field,

0, 0)

=o

,

shown in Fig. 5.1,
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Figure 5.1 A simple shear flow
The equations for normal and shear stress can be expressed as:
o- yy = iip s (1+2G(1+ ))T
{

au

axy

(5.2)

ay

Since an analysis of simple shear flow shows that the approximations made in determining the form of the single particle velocity distribution function are valid only
when the particles are nearly elastic, so here it can further more assumed that e ti 1.
Equation 5.2 can be simplified as
o- yy = vp,(1 + 4G)T
3-77 vGdp s T2tg xy58\F-

(5.3)

where
J =1+

12

(1 +

5
8G

The equation for T in the simple shear flow is introduced next. It is known
that the dominant terms in the governing equation of T are:
a. Shear production = o-xy ay=
b. Inelastic dissipation =

580
J -,

vGdp s T 2 ( 7
3

24

e)

ps

vG

In the simple shear flow, those two terms are balanced, therefore it can be
deduced that:
Tz =

J
15(1 —

d

au
ay

(5.4)
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Substitute Eq. 5.4 into Eq. 5.3. it is easy to get new equations of stress for this
flow, as:
v(1+4G)J

d2(01/12

Cr YY — 15(1—e) P s \
8J(
axy — 5

(au)2

aY 1ay I

)vGd 2
15(1—e)
J

Oy

au )2
ay

(5.

Therefore, if the flow is indeed collisional, the stress will change with the square
of the shear rate, provided that other parameters are kept the same. Actually, as
early as 1954, Bagnold considered the collisions between particles of a rapidly sheared
granular material consisting of identical spherical grains [83]. Bagnold argued that,
because both the momentum exchanged in a collision and the frequency of collisions
are proportional to the mean rate of shear, the shear stress and the normal stress must
both be proportional to the square of the mead shear rate. The normal stress and
shear stress measured in Baguold's own experiments and the more recent experiments
of Savage k Sayed on simple shear flows do depend on the mean rate of shear in this
way 84].
Inside the inner-piece area, if the shear rate can be simply expressed as:
au wR
Oy H

(5.6)

which means the shear rate changes linearly with w inside this area, where w is
rotational speed of a chamber, R is the radius of the chamber, and H is the size
of gap. So if the flow is assumed to be a collisional flow in MF, the force on the
inner-piece should change with rotational speed of chamber as:
Fri DC W 2
Ft DC W 2
where F, is normal force and Ft is tangential force.
Figure 5.2 is the experimental result of normal and tangential force acting on
an inner piece as a function of the rotational speed of the chamber reported by
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Yokoyama, etc. [11]. It displays a linear increase of forces with rotation speed of
the chamber in a log-log plot. Figure 5.3 is a simulation result which implies that
forces on the inner piece is an approximate function of w 2 , which basically agrees
with the linear relationship between the forces and the rotational speed on the loglog plot shown in Fig. 5.2. Hence the simulation result and the experimental result
qualitively match with each other. Therefore, it is reasonable to estimate forces on
the individual particle based on the collisional flow assumption .

Figure 5.2 Variation of normal and tangential forces acting on the inner piece with
rotation speed (Yokoyama, etc. 11])
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5.3 Similarity Relationship for MF System
It was shown in the previous section that a. flow in a Mechanofusion system may
be treated as a collisional flow. Therefore, kinetic theory can be employed in this
similarity analysis. A similarity equation is deduced, which correlates the average
force on a particle in a simulated system with that in a real system, where the size of
systems, size of processed particle as well as operation parameters will be different.

5.3.1 Deduction of Similarity Equation
The average force acting on a particle during a collision is
Av
At

(5.7)

where F is the average force the particle experiences in a collision, Av is the change
of velocity during a. collision, m is mass of the particle, and 171 = p s 'fr c1 3 ; At is contact
time of two particles in a collision. According to Eq. 4.1,
L\t oc

K

(5.8)
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where K is spring stiffness in DEN' model. Besides, in the collisional flow,
(5.9)

'T

v

The particle may experience larger forces when it passes through the small gap
between the inner-piece and the chamber wall, where the shear rate can be estimated
by Eq. 5.6. After substituting Eq. 5.4, Eq. 5.8 and Eq. 5.9 into Eq. 5.7, Eq. 5.7 can
be rewritten as
771

At

-

2

inau

At

ay

(5.10)

d

Therefore, similarity relation, which can be used to estimate the force on the
particle in a real system based on the result from a simulated system, is expressed
as:
Fs
Fr

Hs -d

wit

s, VmK s

R, On, K

(5.11)

where subscript s represents parameters for the simulation system and r represents
parameters for the real system.

5.3.2 Comparison of the Theoretical Result With the Numerical Result
for Two Geometrical Similarity Systems
The force on a particle during a simulation is compared for two systems: one is the
original system that is used in the numerical study, another is a system which size
is two times as that of the original system (here it is called double-sized system).
Two systems have the similar geometrical model, with corresponding dimensions
(including gap size) of the double-sized system are two times as that of the original
system. The loading for the double-sized system is four times as that for the original
system to make two systems have similar particle packing ratio. The similarity
equation (Eq. 5.11) shows that if two systems are loaded with particles with same
properties (In and K), and are operated under the same rotation speed of chamber,
particles inside those two systems should experience same force conditions. Figure 5.4
Fig. 5.7 are average forces on particles inside areas for two systems under the
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following operation conditions: rotation speed is 2000 rpm, gap size is 1.6 mm
for smaller system and 3.2 mm for double-sized system, and simulation time is 1
second. Average forces on particles inside the inner-piece area and the scraper
area have the similar value for two systems. However, average forces on particles
inside the input area and the free-diffusion area for the double-sized system is not
agreeing well with the value for the original system. It is reasonable, since a particle
flow inside the free-diffusion area and the input area may not abide to the collisional flow assumption while increasing the size of the system. Based on a systemscale simulation, the system performance can be evaluated based on particle-particle
interactions inside the inner-piece area where particles experience the larger forces
and intense interactions with other particles and boundaries. The same coating
product can be obtained from two geometrically similar systems under the same
operation conditions. In addition, good agreement on kinetic modeling and numerical
simulation was also obtained for two similar systems, both in geometry and particle
size.
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5.4 Selection of Spring Stiffness K
5.4.1 Constraints

As shown in Eq. 5.8, larger K means the smaller time step in a simulation. It is
beneficial to be able to use smaller K if it doesn't change features of the flow inside
a system. However there should be some constraints on using smaller K in the
simulation study. In general, it is a question of relative magnitude of time scales.
There are at least two constraints:
(i). Time for a particle to travel through the gap size, T f , is much larger than
the contacting time in a collision 're , and 7 , = 2
-

Inside a VIechanofusion

system, Tf can be roughly estimated by equation: IfR. If

K >> m(

2wR

H

)2

Tf

>

then,
(5.12)

Time for a particle to travel between two successive collisions, Tt , is much larger
than

Tc .

From kinetic theory,

— 24C
\Fr

(5.13)
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Substitute Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.6 into Eq. 5.13,
1
Tt24G

(5.14)

wR
15(1—e) II

J

If Tt >> Tcl
>> 48G
and

JG2 R
K >> 50 (
1—e H

2

2

(5.15)

Finally the value of K should satisfy the requirement of DEM model, which is
,

based on the elastic-plastic assumption, that is during the simulation, the maximum
deformation of a particle should be less than 1%. So there are three conditions to
be considered when selecting K.
5.4.2 A Case Study

The stiffness value used in the simulation is selected based on impact mechanics and
requirement that the maximum deformation of particle should be less than 1%. The
value used in the simulation is 20000 N/m. It should be examined to see if this value
can satisfy the constraints that listed above. According to the parameters that are
shown in Table 5.1, this cal be calculated.

parameter
volume fraction

1+

equation

value

nlid 3

0.3048

v(2—v)
2(1-0 3

0.7687

)(1

)2 1.8606

Table 5.1 Parameters for the simulation system
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According to the requirement of time period for a particle traveling inside the
system, Eq. 5.12,

K >>

2R
(

) 2 w 2 rn

For the extreme case, H =1 6 mm and w = 419 (1/s), for 4000 r.p.m., K >
1.7.
2. According to the requirement of comparative longer time for successive
collisions minimum K should satisfy Eq. 5.15,
,

K

50

JG R
)2
1—e H

= 157.8

So the stiffness value that is adopted in the simulation satisfies the time constraints.
Moreover, during the simulation, it is observed that maximum deformation is less
than 1%, which satisfies the model requirement.

5.5 Parametric Analysis
1. Contact force as a function of stiffness: The momentum equation for a particle
during a collision can be written as:

FAt=m•

(5.16)

where F is average contact force on the particle during the collision and v is
change of velocity during the collision. As it is known that .At cx KA, it
can be deduced that F cx K. Figure 5.8 shows the relationship of average
contact force as a function of normal stiffness based on a binary impact analysis.
The simulation result of force F as a function of K exactly matches with the
theoretical relation.
Figure 5.9 is the sim ulation esult of average inter-particle force on particles
inside the inner-piece area as a function of normal stiffness, and Fig. 5.10 is
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Figure 5.8 Average contact force on a particle during a binary contact as a function
of stiffness
the result within rest of the areas. The relations of average forces with stiffness
approximately match with the theoretical expectation. Hence it is possible to
deduce force and stiffness relationship based on the numerical simulation.
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Figure 5.9 The numerical result of average force on particles inside the inner-piece
area as a function of stiffness
2. Contact force as a function of rotation speed: According to the similar
relationship (show in Eq. 5.11), average force on the particles inside the inner-
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Figure 5.10 The numerical result of average force on particles inside the system as
a function of stiffness
piece area should change linearly with the rotational speed of the chamber.
The numerical simulation result, which is shown in Fig. 5.11, gives a similar
relationship. Average inter-particle forces inside rest areas of the system are
also proportional to the rotation speed, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.12.
3. Contact force as a function of gap size: The similarity relation, shown in
Eq. 5.11, shows that average force on the particles inside the inner-piece area
should be inversely proportional to gap. A simulation result, which is shown
in Fig. 5.13, gives a similar trend but different function. Since the deduction of
average force on particles as a function of gap-size is only valid for the innerpiece zone, it is difficult to find relations of force with gap-size for rest of areas
of the system, which is shown in Fig. 4.34.

5.6 Conclusion
The limitation of DEM technique makes it difficult to handle simulation with the real
system scale and particles. The results from a experimental study and a numerical
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Figure 5.11 The numerical result of average force on particles inside the inner-piece
area as a function of rotation speed
calculation of a Mechanofusion system show that the particulate flow inside the
system can be treated as a simply collisional flow. Therefore, in this chapter, the
dimensional analysis of the Mechanofusion system is carried out based on the fundamental of kinetic theory.
The derived equation for the average force on a particle inside the system
establishes a correlation between a simulated system and a real system. Numerical
results of forces on particles inside two geometry similar systems basically agrees
with theoretical expectation. Major kinetic theory modeling based similarity results,
verified by simulations and in part from available experimental data, include: (1)
The calculate average force on a particle during a collision is related with the value
of selected normal stiffness, and it is proportional to the square-root of the stiffness
for a binary contact. The numerical result of force on the particles inside the system
as a function of stiffness obtains the similar relation; (2) Inter-particle forces vary
linearly with the rotation speed; (3) Force exerted on the particles within the innerpiece is inversely proportional to the gap-size, and (4) Force on the inner-piece varies
linearly with the square of the rotation speed.
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CHAPTER 6
CONTACT MODEL WITH ADHESION
6.1 Adhesion Model Review
Surface forces, which arise directly from molecular interactions, are usually classified
as short-range and long-range forces. The short-range forces are often called chemical
bonds and consist of metallic, covalent, ionic bonds and hydrogen bonds. Long-range
attractive interactions are weak compared to short-range ones and result from van
der Waals and electrostatic forces. Under normal ambient conditions, the shortrange force is not important. In long-range intermolecular interaction, the dispersion
component is also called the London-van der Waals dispersion force, which is an
attractive force.
Adhesion is defined as the state in which two surfaces are held together by
interfacial forces. Normally, it is considered to be van der Waals force that causes
this interaction. The current theoretical model for the adhesive force of small
particles dates back around 70 years. Bradley and Hamaker developed the theory by
integrating the molecular attractive over the volumes of the neighboring spheres. The
attractive potential between two spheres can be expressed as E —Ad/12z, where
A is Hamaker constant, d represents dd:_id_ /2 , where d i and d 2 are the diameters of the
two spheres, and z is the separation between the spheres. For adhering spheres, z is
typically 4A. Dahneke proposed a new theory that describes the interaction between
two bodies as the sum of an attractive component and a repulsive component,
obtained from an expression from the continuum theory of elasticity [86 . Since
repulsion is included, the theory properly describes the influence of elastic flattening
on the adhesion of spheres and also the minimal nature of the interaction force and
energy. Based on the energy conservation principle and force balance, Tsai, et al
deduced the analytical equations that describe the relationship between the elastic
flattening and van der Waals adhesion force 8
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6.2 Contact Model Review

The classical solution of the contact problem of two non-adhesive spheres was given
by Hertz in 1881. He studied two perfectly elastic spheres under a normal interaction
(no friction). The resulted contact area and stress distribution are computed under
a given compressive load. In Hertz model, there is no attraction or stickiness, elastic
spheres would separate freely at zero or negative load.
Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (referred to as JKR [88]) extended the Hertz
theory to include the adhesion effect. In their model, two solids would stick together
when in contact, due to possessing a finite surface energy. Under a given load, the
contact area computed by JKR model is larger than the value given by Hertz model.
Apart from a compressive stress near the center, there is a tensile stress near the
periphery of the contact region, which was not allowed in Hertz model. Therefore, a
finite tensile load is required to separate the solids. In JKR model, attractive force
exists only when two spheres are in contact and is of infinitely short range. So it
predicts the abrupt separation of two spheres (from a finite contact area) once the
separating force reaches its pull-off value. Different from JKR model, Derjaguin,
NIuller, and Toporov (DMT 89]) argued that attractive force between the solids
must have a finite range. There should have attractive force outside the contact zone
where the surfaces are a small distance apart. According to DMT predictions, the
separation of two spheres only happens when the contact area has been reduce to
zero. The pull-off force calculated by DMT is 3times greater than the JKR. value.
A comprehensive comparison of JKR and MIT models was ever given by
Horn, et al 90 . The arguments between JKR and DMT model in the literature
-

has not been satisfactorily resolved. However, it is normally agreed that DMT is
more suitable for hard solids of small radius and low surface energy, while the JKR
theory would be more accurate for soft materials with large surface energy and radius.
Muller et al has formulated a dimensionless quantity to describe the contact system
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so as to decide which model is appropriate [91]. Recently, JKR model has been
extended to large contact radii 92
-

-

The consideration of the adhesion of particles arising from impact requires to
consider not only the adhesion forces acting upon the bodies but also the mechanisms
of energy loss occurring during the impact 93 94 . Brenner et al considered the
impact of a purely plastic particle with a rigid surface, with the recovery stage
being due to elastic recovery processes 9

. Rogers and Reed presented a model

to describe the adhesion of particles arising from elastic-plastic impacts with a
surface, and combined theoretical analysis with experimental studies [76]. In their
model, both elastic and plastic deformations are allowed for throughout the impact.
Attard and Parker considered the consequences of finite-range surface force and
presented the results for two basic forces, an exponential repulsion and a LennardJones adhesio 96]. Brach and Dunn presented a model for the low velocity impact
of microspheres with surfaces based on classical impact dynamics and Hertzian
theories [97 [98]. It analytically relates the velocity change of the microspheres to the
.

physical parameters of the microspheres and the surface as well as to the microspheresurface adhesion forces. Johnson and Pollock made use of the JKR theory of adhesive
elastic contact to examine interactions between adhesion and inelastic deformations
in the impact of predominantly elastic solids [99 . Thornton et al considered impact
in the presence of adhesion using the theory developed by JKR [100] [102]. The
new theory describes the tangential behavior of two adhered elastic spheres under
combined normal and tangential loading. A new sliding criterion is proposed in
the new model. Experimental observation shows good agreement with the proposed
sliding criterion.
In this chapter, the contact model that is implemented in Aston DEM code is
discussed in detail. The model equations for frictional elastic particles and frictional
auto-adhesive particles are reviewed respectively. The load-displacement behavior at
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the contact of two elastic spheres with friction under normal and tangential loading
is studied first. The impact in the presence of adhesion is examined thereafter.

6.3 Contact Model Without and With Adhesion (Thornton et al.)
6.3.1 Time Step
The time step in Aston DEM code is decided by the Rayleigh wave speed of force

tran smission on the surface of elastic bodies. For an assembly of spherical particles,
the highest frequency of Rayleigh wave propagation is determined by the smallest
particles, which leading to a critical time step, At, given by
(6.1)

At=

where Rm in is radius of the smallest particles, p is density of the particles, G denotes
shear modulus and is calculated by

G=

E

2(1 + v)

(6.2)

where E is Young's modules and v is Poisson ratio. In Eq. 6.1, A is related with
Poisson ratio v and is calculated by
A = 0.1631v + 0.876605
It is easy to prove that critical time step that is calculated by Eq. 6.1 has the
same magnitude as the time step that is adopted by Walton Braun model, which
is calculated by Eq. 4.1. From one point, this shows the consistence of two DEM
models.
6.3.2 Frictional Elastic Particles
For frictional elastic particles, the theory of Hertz (See Johnson [103]) is used
to model the normal force-displacement relationship and theory of Mindlin and
Deresiewicz _104] for the tangential force-displacement relationship.
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a. Normal interactions (Hertzian model)
The normal force-displacement relationship (N — G) for particles 1 and 2 with
elastic module E l and E2, Poisson ratio v 1 and v 2 and radii R 1 and R2
3 E*R*1/2 3/2
N=±
N = KN G

for no previous normal force
for a previous normal force

,

(6.3)

K N is normal stiffness, K N = 2E*a, NA-here a is the radius of the contact area

and
(6.4)

a = N/GR*

E* is equivalent Young's modulus and R* is equivalent radius, and they are

defined by
1

v22

1 — v12

E2

E*

1
1
Ri R2

1
R*

b. Tangential interactions (Mindlin and Deresiewicz model)
The calculation of tangential force adopts an incremental approach. The
procedure is to update the normal force and contact area (Eq. 6.3, Eq. 6.4)
followed by calculating the incremental tangential force AT using the new
values of N and a. The incremental tangential force AT arising from an incrental tangential displacement A6 depends on the loading history as well as
the normal force and is given as
(6.5)

AT = KT A6
K7 is tangential stiffness and is defined as
,

KT = 8G* a0 +

— 0) f5loading

KT = 8G* a0 — ,u(1 — 0)

1\
6r

unloading

where
1 — v i 21 — v 2 2

G*

G2

(6.6)
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G is shear modulus and is calculated by Eq. 6.2. Parameter 0 in Eq. 6.6 is

decided by loading history,
0=1

Otherwise

if

zT

< [LAN (no-slip solution)

(6.7)

tial-slip solution)
T + [IAN

03

T* — T + 2pczt\N
2µN
T — T** + 2[IL\N
2/IN

loading

(6.8)

unloading

(6.9)

reloading

(6.10)

and
T* = T* + [LAN
T** = T** —[LAN

(6.11)

Here, it is the coefficient of friction. The parameters T* and T** define the
loading and unloading reversal points, and need to be continuously updated by
the Eq. 6.11 to allow for the effect of varying normal force.

6.3.3 Frictional Auto-adhesive Particles
For auto-adhesive particles, the JKR model which extends the Hertzian model to
account for surface energy is used for the normal interactions. For the tangential
interactions, a model developed by Thornton which combines the theories of Savkoor
and Briggs [105] and Mindlin and Deresiewicz is used.
a. Normal interactions(JKR model)
When surface energy is considered for auto-adhesive particles, the radius of the
contact area a is
a=

[3R* N'i
4E*

1/3

(6.12)

where N' is the effective Hertzian force which would produce the same contact
area and is given by
=N

+ \/4 NN, 4N, 2(6.13)
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where N is the applied force and / = 1.57rFR* is the pull-off force (F being
the interface energy).
The relative approach of the two spheres (a) is related to the contact area a
by
=--

a2
R*

27r-Fa
E*

(6.14)

The incremental normal force AN corresponding to an incremental relative
approach Aa is obtained as
AN = 2E*a

3

—3

Oa

3 AT' —

(6.15)

The normal stiffness is defined as
KN

= 2E*a

= 2E*

V,
3VN7 -31F

-

3N/1‘,"-07

(6.16)

,

where a, is the contact radius when N = —Ar c , and
3

3N,R*

a, =

4E*

(6.17 )

b. Tangential interactions (JKR model)
On initial application of a tangential force, a peeling mechanism results in a
reduction of the contact area and tangential interactions are modeled using the
no-slip solution of Mindlin [104].
T = 8G*(16

(6.18)

the incremental tangential force AT and the contact area a given by
AT = 8G*aA6

( 6.19)
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3

a=

3R*
4E*

N+

+ 4

T

T2E*

4Nc 2(6.20)
4G*

Equation 6.20 indicates a reduction in the contact radius under increasing
tangential force. Savkoor and Briggs suggested that this corresponds to a
`peeling' mechanism which continues in a stable manner until a critical value

T is reached [105 given by the equation,

G*

Tic =

E* (NN, + Ne 2 )

(6.21)

en lie process is complete and the contact area is reduced to

3R*
(N + 2Nc )
4E*

a3 —
P

(6.22)

Thornton 102] argues that peeling must occur before sliding, followed by a
smooth transition to sliding. If at the end of peeling the critical tangential
force 71, is less than the sliding force, a subsequent slip annulus is assumed to
spread radially inwards and the partial-slip solution of Mindlin and Deresiewicz
[66] is applied until sliding occurs. The equations used in this case are Eq. 6.5
Eq. 6.10 with N replaced by N + 2N e . If the tangential force at the end of
peeling is greater than the sliding force, the tangential force immediately falls
to the sliding force. Two sliding criteria are used for modeling the post-peeling
behavior. For negative normal loads when N <

T

=

AT' —,7\T 3/2

(6.23)

3N'

is used, where,

= N + 2Nc + 2(NN, + Ne 2

)

2

(6.24)

Otherwise,

T = p(N + 2-Alc)
is employed

(6.25)
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6.4 Oblique Impact of Elastic Spheres With and Without Adhesion

The oblique impact of two elastic spheres with friction is implemented first.
Figure 6.1 shows the initial configuration of the system. Two identical spheres are
created with the following properties: R =100
v = 0.3 and

p = 2.65 Mg/m 3 , E = 70 GPa,

= 0.35. Each sphere was specified velocity 0.05 m/s in the vertical

direction. A series simulations were performed for different values of impact angle
O.

Figure 6.1 Impact configuration

Five typical loading paths corresponding to five impact angle are shown in
Fig. 6.2. The related evolution of the tangential force-displacement behavior is shown
in Fig. 6.3. The angle of inter-particle friction for impact spheres is 19°. For small
impact angles, e.g., 15° (less than the angle of inter-particle friction), the limiting
condition 1= ,uN associated with rigid body sliding, only occurs during the final
,

stages of the impact, as shown in Fig. 6.2. However, energy is dissipated as a result of
microslip prior to rigid body sliding as shown in the corresponding force-displacement
curves, Fig. 6.3. If the impact angle is greater than the angle of internal friction, e.g.,
30° or greater, rigid body sliding occurs from the start of the impact and continues
until the decelerating relative tangential motion of the spheres . Subsequently, as the
resultant force rotates, the tangential force reduces, reverses in direction and finally
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towards the end of the impact rigid body sliding recurs. For a larger impact angles,
e.g. , 75°, rigid body sliding continues throughout the impact with no reversal of the
tangential force direction.
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Figure 6.4 to Fig. 6.10 are the results of computer simulated oblique impact
experiments with identical particle properties and initial velocities as the previous
tests but with an effective surface energy w = 0.2 J/m 2 . Figure 6.4 to Fig. 6.8
provide a comparison between the loading paths followed for impacts with and
without adhesion. Figure 6.9 shows effect of impact angle on the loading path under
the case of adhesion. For all cases with adhesion, at the start of the impact, the ratio
,AT/AN is almost constant and slightly greater than tan 0, where 0 is the impact
angle, due to the difference between the tangential and normal contact stiffnesses.
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Except for small impact angles, e.g., 15°, which is less than the angle of internal
friction, the contact peels and then slides as the normal force increases. Subsequent
behavior is similar to that for no adhesion with rigid body sliding recommencing
towards the end of the impact. Moreover, as can be seen from Fig. 6.4 to Fig. 6.7,
adhesion permits much higher tangential forces to be generated and, provided that
the impact velocity is small enough to prevent a peeling failure when the normal force
is increasing. Figure 6.10 shows the relationship of tangential force with tangential
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displacement. More energy is dissipated as a consequence of the larger contact area
due to adhesion. However, once peeling has occurred, the behavior is essentially
similar to the case with no adhesion. The detailed description of the contact model
of two adhered elastic spheres under combined normal and tangential loading is
presented in [106
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CHAPTER 7
EVOLUTION OF AGGLOMERATE DAMAGE/FRACTURE
PROCESS IN MECHANOFUSION SYSTEM
7.1 Introduction
The numerical simulation of Mechanofusion system for dry particle coating does not
take into consideration of the function of guest particles. There are couple of reasons
for the current mono-dispersed system simulation:
• The large size difference of host particle with that of guest particle. If the
guest particle is considered in the system simulation, the time step, which is
depended on the size of small particles here, will be even smaller.
• If the system simulation includes guests particles, it would be very hard for the
hardware to deal tivith the huge number of guest particles.
• The numerical results from the system simulation can still be used to estimate
the coating degree and required coating time assumed that guest particles are
already evenly dispersed on the surface of host particles before processing.
It is known that, the guest particles are normally in the form of agglomerates.
The question unsolved here is how the guest agglomerates deagglomerate during the
processing before dry particle coating happens. Over the years studies, it was found
that degradation of agglomerates resulted from attrition and fragmentation as they
collide with each other and with the process equipment. In Mechanofusion system,
agglomerates are broken down by shearing, compression or impact with each other,
with host particles and with the equipment. The real interactions inside the system
are very complicated. Therefore

,

t is impossible to create a simply model that can

cover all the related interactions. This study will examine the fracture of single
agglomerate under normal interactions with a host particle and with boundary walls
based on the information obtained from the system simulation.
92
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In practical, agglomerates may have different sizes, irregular shapes and
different packing properties. The agglomerate used in the test is assumed to have
same size and spherical shape with random packing property. The fracture of the
agglomerate during normal interactions with a host particle, a boundary wall, or
two boundary walls (for the diametrical compression tests) under different impact
velocities is examined by Aston DEM code, which takes use of the "soft sphere"
approach and enables the simulation of auto-adhesive particles. The simulations are
performed in two-dimensional mode.

7.2 Results From System Simulation

Since the fragmentation study of the agglomerate is based on the binary impact, it
is necessary to obtain useful information of the system such as relative interactions
inside the system to guide the numerical study. The numerical result from the system
simulation illustrates contact force distribution inside the system, which is figured
in Fig. 7.1 Fig. 7.4 in terms of areas. If the interactions are normalized to normal
interaction and from the relationship of:

F,„ = 0.02Av
where Fm ax is the maximum contact force and Av is the relative impact velocity.
The relative impact velocity distribution inside areas is obtained and expressed in
Fig. 7.5 Fig. 7.8.
The results show that the relative impact velocities have a very wide distribution inside the system. Inside the input area and free-diffusion area, almost half
of the relative impact velocity is less than 0.1 m/s. From another point of view, the
interactions inside these two areas are weak, which is expected from the inter-force
calculation by the system simulation. On the contrary, the interactions inside the
inner-piece area and the scraper area is much stronger. More than 50 % relative
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impact velocity is larger than 0.2 m/s. Moreover, inside the scraper area, more than
10 % relative impact velocity is larger than 1.0 m/s. The larger interactions inside
the inner-piece and the scraper area are also shown from the inter-force analysis by
the system simulation.
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7.3 Preparation of the Agglomerate

The agglomerate used in the simulation study consists of primary particles with
the following mechanical properties: density, p = 3970 Kg/m 3 ; Young's modulus,
E = 345 GPa; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.26 and the coefficient of interface friction,

p = 0.25. With these properties, particles may be considered to be composed of
Al 2 0 3 . The agglomerate preparation stage begins with the generation of spherical
particles in a specified spherical region. There are two ways to create primary
particles: one is regular packing and another is random packing. In this study,
the agglomerate with random packing will be examined.
Systems of equal-sized spheres have a natural tendency to form clusters of
regular packed zones. Therefore, in order to avoid this, it was decided to use seven
slightly different particle sizes in the range 5 pm + 5%. The particle size distribution
chosen for the agglomerate created is shown in Fig. 7.9. To prepare the random
agglomerate, the primary particles are initially created at random locations within
a designated spherical volume and then brought together in contact by applying a
centripetal gravity field. To obtain a dense agglomerate, it is necessary to apply
the centripetal gravity field to the system using zero inter-particle friction and to
introduce the desired values of inter-particle friction and interface energy as late as
possible in the preparation stage 107
After obtaining the agglomerate with the desired friction and interface energy, it
is important to remove the centripetal gravity field gradually and carefully in order to
pre the agglomerates equilibrium state. Therefore, at the end of the preparation
stage, the particle velocities and contact forces are very low - with the number of
compressive contact forces approximately equal to the number of tensile contact
forces. An mage of 217 particles, which are included in a circle with a diameter of
100 pm (in two-dimensional), with an average size of 5 pm just after their creation
is presented in Fig. 7.10. Figure 7.12 shows the random packing agglomerate at
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the end of the preparation stage with 216 inter-particle bonds. The diameter of the
agglomerate is 87 pm. Two values of interface energy 1.0 and 2.0 J/m 2 were used
for the test.
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7.4 Numerical Methodology and Simulation Procedures
The Aston DEM code is capable of modeling elastic, frictional, adhesive or nonadhesive spherical primary particles with or without plastic yield at the inter-particle
contacts. In this study, the adhesive option with no plastic deformation at the
contact is used. The detail description of the interaction laws have been reported by
Thornton, et al. and is reviewed in detail in the previous chapter.
After the creation of the agglomerate, a host particle or a wall (or two walls
under diametrical compression test) is created at very small distance from the
agglomerate with an assigned velocity. The damage of the agglomerate is evaluated
by debris ratio and damage ratio. The damage ratio is defined as the ratio of the
number of contacts that have been broken to the initial number of contacts prior to
the test. The debris ratio is the ratio of the mass of debris (fragments of under 2.5 %
mass of the initial agglomerate mass) produced to the mass of the agglomerate at
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the start of the test. Here, fragment is an assemblage of particles produced by the
fracture or fragmentation of the agglomerate. A fragment behaves as an individual
entity (e.g. all particles in a fragment move together). There are several terms used
to describe the fragment according to its size 107
- Large fragment: a fragment having over 10 % of the mass of the original
agglomerate.
- Medium-sized fragment: a fragment having between 2.5 % and 10 % of the
mass of the original agglomerate.
- Small fragment or Debris: a fragment having under 2.5 % of the mass of the
original agglomerate.
- Fines or finest debris (smaller fragments) • clusters consisting of under 0.2 % of
the mass of the original agglomerate.

7.5 Evolution of the Agglomerate Damage During Normal Impact
With a Host Particle
Figure 7.11 is the interaction diagram. Here, the agglomerate experiences normal
impact with a host particle. The host particle has the following parameters: density,

p = 1190 Kg/m 3 ; diameter, d = 400 tim; Young's modulus, E = 3300 MPa;
Poisson's ratio, v ------- 0.5 and the coefficient of interface friction, = 0.30. To
simplify the impact situation, it is assumed that two elements have the same
incoming velocity. At the beginning of the impact, the desired impact velocity
was attributed to all the constituent primary particles. Cyclic calculations were
continued until the impact system got a steady state which was indicated by a zero
rate of bond breakage and a constant kinetic energy of the system. This test was
performed under the different impact velocities and surface energy.
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Figure 7.10 Start of preparation stage: for the random packing agglomerate

Figure 7.11 Breakage of the agglomerate under binary impact with a host particle
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7.5.1 Effect of Impact Velocity

Effect of impact velocity to the degradation of single agglomerate during normal
interaction with a host particle is studied next using the surface energy, F = 1.0 J/

2

.

Except that under very small impact velocity (v < 0.1 m/s), the agglomerate
rebounded without damage. However, the agglomerate seemed to store lots of
energy during the impact. The stored energy dissipated after the impact and caused
fracture of the agglomerate during the restoration period.

7.5.1.1 Impact Causing Fracture/Fragmentation. For an impact

velocity of 0.1 m/s, the agglomerate rebounded while fracture formed inside the
agglomerate. Figure 7.13 illustrates the imagine at the end of impact. During the
impact, only a small percentage of the initial bonds were broken, and resulted in
a small amount of debris at the end of impact. Figure 7.14 shows the clust at the
end of impact, where the primary particle which constituted the broken cluster are
colored grey. Figure 7.15 presents the evolution of the debris ratio and damage ratio
during the test. The damage ratio increased slightly throughout the loading and
unloading stages, while the debris appeared only at the end of the impact with a
very small amount. However, both damage ratio and debris ratio jumped up at the
initial stage of rebounding and gradually leveled off, and at the end of the test there
was only two large fragments left and lots of debris created.

7.5.1.2 Impact Causing Further Fracture/Fragmentation and Initial
Shattering. When impacted at a velocity of 0.4 m/s, the agglomerate

fractured into two large and some small fragments at the end of impact. The
imagine in Fig. 7.16 presents aspects observed at the end of test. In Fig. 7.17
the primary particle which constituted the surviving cluster are colored black.
Figure 7.18 presents the evolution of the debris ratio and damage ratio during
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Figure 7.12 A random packing agglomerate at the end of preparation stage

Figure 7.13 Imagine at he end of impact est at v = 0.1 m/s
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Figure 7.14 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 0.1 m
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Figure 7.15 Evolution of damage ratio and debris ratio at v = 0.1 m/s
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the test. The debris ratio and damage ratio increased gradually throughout the
loading and unloading stages. The fragmentation still gradually developed during
rebounding period and at the end of test there was some debris around impact area.

Figure 7.16 Imagine at the end of impact test at v = 0.4 m/s

Figure 7.17 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 0.4 m/s
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7.5.1.3 Impact Causing Shattering. The agglomerate shattered when
impact velocity goes to 1.0 m/s. The high impact velocity broke the agglomerate
into many small fragments and debris. There is no large fragment survived at the
end of the impact. The imagine in Fig. 7.19 presents aspects observed at the end
of test. In Fig. 7.20 the primary particle which constituted the surviving cluster are
colored black. Figure 7.21 presents the evolution of the debris ratio and damage ratio
during the test. The debris ratio and damage ratio increased dramatically during
impact period, and reached a maximum value as the agglomerate rebounding off
the host surface. Both the damage ratio and the debris ratio had less change once
rebound occurred. Another phenomenon that can be observed from this study is the
higher impact velocity induces less impact time. The impact time reduced from 15

iis when the impact velocity is 0.1 m/s to 2.5

is when the velocity increased to 1.0

m/s, which is shown in Fig. 7.15 and Fig. 7.21, respectively.

7.5.2 Effect of Surface Energy
While the agglomerate has larger surface energy, the contact bonds between particles
become stronger. Figure 7.22 is the evolution of damage ratio and damage ratio at
v = 1.0 m/s with surface energy of F = 2.0 J/m 2 . During initial loading, there is no
damage of bonds, and debris appeared only after the agglomerate had certain kind
of damage. Figure 7.23 is the evolution of debris ratio as a function of surface energy
under same impact velocity (here v = 1.0 m/ ). The maximum debris ratio at the
end of impact for the agglomerate with larger surface energy is 10 % less than the
agglomerate with smaller surface energy .
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Figure 7.18 Evolution of damage ratio and debris ratio at v = 0.4 m/s

Figure 7.19 Imagine at the end of impact test at v = 1.0 m
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Figure 7.20 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 1.0 m
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Figure 7.21 Evolution of damage ratio and debris ratio at v = 1.0 m
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7.6 Evolution of the Agglomerate Damage During Normal Impact
With a Wall

The degradation of the agglomerate during normal impact with a wall is studied in
the following section. Figure 7.24 is the interaction diagram. Here, the wall is a
stationary wall with the following properties: density, p = 6000 Kg/m 3 ; Young's
modulus, E = 1000 GPa; Poisson's ratio, v = 0.45 and the coefficient of interface
friction, = 0.5. The tests were carried out under different impact velocities of the
agglomerate to the wall. The surface energy for the agglomerate is F = 1.0 J/m 2
For each test, the simulation was continued till there was no force on the wall and
system reached a steady state.

wall
Figure 7.24 Normal impact of an agglomerate with a wall

When the impact velocity was under v = 0.1 m/s, the agglomerate deformed
elastically. The fractures were created during the impact, and the agglomerate
was broken into three big fragments and two medium-sized fragments, but there
ras no debris. Figure 7.25 shows the cluster after the impact. When the impact
velocity went to v = 0.2 m/s, the agglomerate was broken into two large fragments
amid some medium-sized fragments as well as a small amount of debris. The debris
focused inside the impact area and is shown in grey color in Fig. 7.26. When the
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increased to v = 0.5 m/s, the agglomerate fractured during the impact. There was
only two large fragments survived after the impact. A lot of small fragments and fines
created at the end of the test, which is shown in Fig. 7.27. The debris concentrated
inside the impact area. The shattering happened when velocity went to v = 1.0 m/s.
The created medium and small sized fragments as well as fines and singles at the
end of impact is shown in Fig. 7.28. There was no big agglomerate survived after the
impact and the agglomerate shattered to the surface of the impacting wall. Fracture
pattern of the agglomerate under this test is in good agreement with related work
done in three-dimensional simulation 108] [1 09 . Figure 7.29 is the development of
debris ratio as a function of the impact velocity, and, Figure 7.30 is the development
of damage ratio as a function of the impact velocity. There was no debris when the
impact velocity was less than 0.2 m/s. When the impact velocity was greater than
0.2 m/s, the debris ratio and damage ratio increased with the impact velocity. The
broken bonds and debris appeared early under the higher impact velocity. Debris
increased greatly when the velocity went to 0.5 m/s, and the corresponding change
is also illustrated in the figure of the damage ratio. When shattering happened
(v = 1.0 m/s), the debris ratio went to 60 % at the end of the test. However, the
damage ratio was just 40 %. It can be seen that debris was in the state of fines where
single primary particle still had some connecting bonds with others.
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Figure 7.25 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 0.1 m/s

Figure 7.26 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 0.2 m/s
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Figure 7.27 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 0.5 m/s

Figure 7.28 Cluster at the end of impact test at v = 1.0 m
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7.7 Diametrical Compression Test
In the Mechanofusion system, when single agglomerate pass through the inner-piece
area, it will fracture under shear and compression interactions in this area. This
interaction can be simplified as the degradation of the agglomerate under diametrical
compression by two walls. The interaction is illustrated in Fig. 7.31. Here, the
agglomerate is compressed by two walls which moving together in y-direction under
velocity

In this study, the bottom wall is a stationary wall and the top wall is a

moving wall. The simulation will continue till the strain rate of the system is 10 Vo.

wall
Figure 7.31 Diametrical compression under two walls
The agglomerate was easy to break under this interaction. The larger
fractures happened under the lower compression velocity (v = 0.1 m/s). When
the compression velocity increased to v = 0.6 n the agglomerate shattered to
the wall surface and most debris and fines concentrate inside the impact area.
Figure 7.32 — Fig. 7.34 is the imagine of cluster at the end of test under velocity
v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.6 m/s, respectively, where debris is shown in grey color. Figure 7.35
and Fig. 7.36 are development of debris ratio and damage ratio as a function of
compression velocity, respectively. The value of the debris ratio and damage ratio at
the end of test increased with the compression velocity. Moreover, the initial growing
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rate of debris ratio and damage ratio increased with the velocity. However, as shown
in Fig. 7.35 and Fig. 7.36, the increasing rate leveled off during the middle of
compression period, which shows the elastic resistance of the agglomerate during the
compression. The elastic performance of the agglomerate during the diametrical test
is also shown in the Fig. 7.36, when the agglomerate shattered (under v 0.6 m/s),
the maximum damage ratio at the end of test was smaller compared with the values
for the binary tests, which is also reported in the research work by Ciomocos [107_

Figure 7.32 Cluster at the end of compression test at v = 0.1 m
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Figure 7.33 Cluster at he end of compression test at v = 0.2 m

Figure 7.34 Cluster at the end of compression test at v = 0.6 m
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7.8 Conclusion
Before dry particle coating process, guest agglomerates are degraded into small
fragments during interactions with each other, host particles as well as equipment
boundary. The fracture/fragmentation of single agglomerate under normal interactions with a host particle and system walls is examined in detail in the chapter.
Although the test is limited in the normal interactions, it can represent the general
interactions inside the system. The study shows that the single agglomerate may
fracture or even shatter during normal impact with the host particle or the walls.
Based on the results from the system simulation, the impact test is performed
under various velocities. Generally, higher impact velocities lead to higher local
damage and debris. Under extreme conditions, the high impact velocity induces
shattering of the agglomerate. The fracture pattern of the agglomerate under
normal interaction with a wall agrees with the reported work in three-dimensional
simulation [108] [109]. Increasing surface energy has the inverse function. Contact
bonds inside the agglomerate becomes stronger with larger surface energy. During
a normal impact with a host particle, under the same impact condition (i.e., impact
velocity), an agglomerate with the stronger contact bonds had around 10 % less
debris ratio and damage ratio after the impact than the agglomerate with smaller
surface energy.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
Dry particle coating is a new and promising technique. The dissertation work is very
helpful for the in-depth understanding of Mechanofusion system in the application
of dry particle coating. The numerical study is performed on two scales: system
scale and micro scale. The system scale simulation uncovers the dynamics of the
system which is driving-force for dry particle coating, while the micro scale simulation
examines the fracture of guest agglomerates prior to dry coating. DEM technique is
successfully applied in both simulations.
The system-scale simulation is based on a mono-dispersed system. In numerical
model, an existing, widely used, non-adhesion contact model (Walton-Braun) has
been employed for two-dimensional discrete element simulation studies. Visualization
of the particulate patterns inside the system and the diagnostic analysis derived
from the numerical simulations uncover the dynamics of the system. The numerical
simulation are proved to be capable of capturing the features of particle behavior
in the system. The calculation result of forces on the inner piece is qualitively
comparable with that of experiment result. Simulations are performed to obtain
some useful quantities such as impact forces on the particles due to interactions with
other particles and vessel parts, and collision frequencies. The results show that a
particle may experience larger force inside the inner piece area and the scraper area,
and the particle has highest interaction frequency inside the inner piece area. Coating
level of a simplified coating system is estimated by impact theory based on particleparticle interactions. Results show that coating level is correlated to hardness of
host particle and size of guest particle, which agree with experimental observation.
Coating time which is the minimum time needed to cover the whole coating surface
is acquired by the system simulation. Examination of key parameters on coating
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effect illustrates that increasing rotational speed of chamber yields even coating with
less coating time, meanwhile, decreasing gap size may cause longer coating time.
Numerical results for a simulated system are correlated to a real system on
the basis of kinetic theory since particle flow inside the system could be simplified
as a collisional flow. Kinetic theory is applied to the dimensional analysis of the
system. An equation of average forces acting on particles inside system is established to evaluate the performance of the real system based on the simulated system.
Similarity results based on kinetic theory modeling and verified by simulations show
that Inter-particle (host-host) forces vary linearly with the rotation speed, force
exerted on the particles within the inner-piece zone is inversely proportional to the
gap-size, and force on the inner-piece varies linearly with the square of the rotation
speed, which is in agreement with reported experimental data. Moreover, kinetic
modeling agrees with numerical simulations on that two geometry similar systems
may create resembling coating outcome under same operation conditions.
The fracture/fragmentation of an agglomerate under normal interactions with
host particle and system walls is examined in detail by the micro-scale simulation.
The numerical study is implemented in two-dimensional mode, which includes autoadhesive interactions between particles. The micro-scale simulation takes use of
some information from the system-scale simulation. The study shows that single
agglomerate may fracture or even shatter during normal interactions with host
particles and system equipment. The fracture pattern of the agglomerate is in
agreement with reported work done by three-dimensional simulation. Generally,
higher impact velocity leads to higher local damage and debris. Under extreme
conditions, the high impact velocity induces shattering of the agglomerate. The
increased surface energy has the opposite function. The agglomerate becomes much
stronger with larger surface energy. After the same impact velocity, the agglomerate
with higher surface energy had less debris ratio and damage ratio.
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It is said "The more we discover, the more we realize how much more still
remains to be discovered". The dissertation studies the mechanism of Mechanofusion
device for dry particle coating process by DEM technique. Results show that
numerical simulation can capture the dynamics of the system and estimate the
resulted coating outcome as well as examine the fragmentation of single agglomerate
prior to dry particle process. It is known that dry particle coating process is a time
continuous procedure. More understanding of the interactions of guest particles with
host particles and distribution of the guest particles on surface of the host particles
with time is required, which could lead to a better view of the process. Besides,
an obvious extension to the research reported in the dissertation is to carry out
three-dimensional simulations.

APPENDIX A
DIAGNOSTIC QUANTITIES FOR A THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SYSTEM
The performance of a three-dimensional system is examined to compare the dynamics
of the system with the corresponding two-dimensional system. The simulation is
carried out on a small cylindrical cell, height 1.6 mm (equal to four particles size)
and diameter 25 mm (same dimension for two-dimensional studies). During the
simulation, the system is assumed to have periodic boundaries in z-direction and
solid boundary along the cylindrical surface. The periodic boundaries allow particles
to leave and re-enter the ends of cylinder with the same velocity at its image. The
operation parameters is list in Table 4.1, except that load of the system is 6000
particles to keep the system have the same solid ratio as that of the two-dimensional
system. The simulation time is 1 second.
. Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.5 show distribution of rotational kinetic energy,
Figure Al,
deviatoric kinetic energy and pressure inside the chamber for the system, respectively, and Fig. A.2, Fig. A.4, and Fig. A.6 illustrate the comparison of diagnostic
quantities within the chamber with the corresponding two-dimensional system. Each
point in Fig. A.2, Fig. A.4, and Fig. A.6 represents an average value for the system
during a long period (here it is equal to 0.2 second). The distribution patterns of
diagnostic quantities for the three-dimensional system are in agreement with that
for the two-dimensional system (Fig. 4.8, Fig 4.10 and Fig. 4.12). However, there is
some difference in average values within two systems (as shown in Fig. A.2 Fig. A.4,
,

and Fig. .A.6). Comparatively, it is not significant, which means two systems have
the similar dynamics.
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APPENDIX B
DEFORMATION CALCULATION
The calculation of deformation of guest particle to host surface resulted from hosthost interaction is described in detail here. For PMMA particles, the limiting elastic
velocity, y given by [110_
,

0
1/2
y5/2
t( 1-)

27

■3K

5p

(B .1)

is as small as 0.0081 m/s. It can be assumed that interactions inside the system are
beyond elastic yield limit, where Hertz equations may not be applied.
The impact calculation is therefore implemented by Rogers and Reed impact
model 76 Thich describes the adhesion of a particle to a surface following an elasticplastic impact. The model is based upon consideration of the energy balance during
the interaction of two bodies. It is readily extended to the case of impact between
two spherical bodies. Assume two spheres approaching each other at velocity v, the
maximum contact area radius a, can be calculated by equation:
2 Qpe
7TYR

1/2 ( 3K
27Y I

(B.2)

where Y is the yield stress of the impacting particle and

IT =

4

37r(k i + k2

(B.3)
)

with 1,-4 = (1 — vnhrEi and v i and E i are Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus
for particles, and i is the index for particles ( i = 1, 2), and for same materials,
K

E
3
2 1
-v 2

R is the radius of contact system which is calculated by equation:

R=

'7'172
+ T2

where r 1 , r 2 is the radius of the contact particle 1, 2 respectively. For the particles
,

with same size R = r/2; In, is particle mass, and m = 3 r 3 p, and p is particle
,

density.
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The energy stored as elastic deformations in the area of plastic deformation
during impact, Qpe, can be calculated by equation:

Qpe

(15my
8
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8 1 "`k

—
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where y is the limiting elastic velocity.
The total force, P, can be approximately calculated by
P = am
2(B.5)
Assuming guest particles evenly dispersed on the host surface, therefore, the
force on singlet guest particle due to host-host interaction can be obtained from:
F=

(B.6)

n 97-ra 2rn

where n g is number of guest particles per m 2 on host surface, and n g =

p, p is

packing ratio and approximately equal to 0.79 under density packing condition. The
resultant contact area radius of this host-guest system can be calculated by Hertizian
model equation:
ah = (RT K') 113

(B.7)

where R' is the radius for host-guest contact system, and K' is the elastic constants of
the contact system and can be calculated by Eq. B.3 based on material of contacting
spheres. Considering adhesion effect arose from surface energy of a guest particle
with that of the host particle, the new contact area can be deduced by JKR model
equation as:
1/3

F +377R' + [6 7FR' F + (377R') 2

(B.8)

where 7 is surface energy between two elastic bodies, and can be estimated by
equation 6]
= 2 'd177

d2

2

"'pla p2

(B.9)
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where ZZrd,

refer to dispersive surface energy and polar surface energy respectively.

Then, the corresponding central displacement of a guest particle on a host
surface can be calculated by:
87-yai
3K'

2

(B.10)
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